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The importance of effective and efficient distribution is evident from its associated 

costs. Transportation and shipping alone comprise roughly 15 percent of a prod

uct's sales in the U.S. Physical distribution is very energy and labor intensive, which 

have both become relatively more e.xpensive in the last 10-15 years. Not surprisingly, 

there is a growing demand for automated planning systems that produce economical 

routes. Other than the cost savings, introduction of these systems enables compa

nies to maintain a higher level of service for their customers, it makes them less 

dependent on human planners, it supplies better management information facilities 

and it makes distribution planning work faster and simpler. 

The Vehicle Routing Problem (\ 'RP) is a mathematical model that closely 

approximates the problem faced by many of these organizations. While the \ 'RP 

can bf solvfd e.xactly by various techniques, the time required is often excessive 

Hs the problem is A'P-hard. .A related set of problems are the Capacitated Rural 

Postman Problems (CRPP). In this dissertation we study an generalization of the 

CRPP which is obtained by relaxing the constraint that the customers must be 

assigned exactly once to a route, called split delivery CRPP. Such split delivery 

problems exists in real life and we describe a problem that motivates this research. 

The benefits of allowing split delivery in case of a node-routing and problem can be 

demonstrated by a simple example. 

In addition to split deliveries, the case where time window constraints on the 

delisery made to a demand site are also considered. During the course of this study 

we discovered that CRPP with time window constraints cannot be formulated as 

a mathematical model using existing techniques. We present here a framework for 

modeling time window constraints in arc routing problems and present a transfer-
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maiion of this arc routing setting into an equivalent node routing problem where 

the number of nodes is the same as the number of required arcs in the original arc 

routing problem. We develop heuristics that find high quality solutions in a rea

sonable amount of computer time. A column generation solution methodology for 

optimally solving such problems is presented. The solution procedure developed for 

this problem is described with respect to a real life problem from the cattle feed in

dustry where arc time window constraints are present and split delivery is practiced. 

We also present computational results based on test routing problems available in 

the literature. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Companies are no longer judged solely by the quality of their goods and services. 

In fact, quality has become a given. The speed with which companies deliver their 

products to market has taken on increased significance. Logistics management has 

become a vital part of a successful business strategy'. In a military' sense, logistics 

is the science of procuring, maintaining and transporting people and equipment. 

Logistics can in fact become a ver>' powerful competitive weapon if one can leain 

to become more responsive to their customer while reducing overall costs. In the 

U.S. logistics accounts for an estimated 11 percent of GNP. Transportation and 

shipping alone comprise roughly 15 percent of a product's sales in the U.S. In many 

meirkets. where price increases are notoriously diflScult to pass dong, producers 

seek ways to lower transaction costs. For many organizations distribution costs are 

a significEint portion of total expenditure. Thus optimizing the flow of material 

through the system is an important goal of ever\' logistics manager. In addition, 

the new paradigm demands speedy product delivery to the end customer. The 

challenge then is ensuring that these processes run smoothly-getting the truck to 

the warehouse or depot, loading the correct product and sending it on time to the 
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correct customer. 

The importance of effective and efficient distribution is evident from its as

sociated costs. Physical distribution is very energy and labor intensive, which have 

both become relatively more expensive in the last 10-15 years. Not surprisingly, 

there is a growing demand for automated planning systems that produce economical 

routes. Other than the cost savings, introduction of these systems enables compa

nies to maintain a higher level of service for their ciistomers, it makes them less 

dependent on human planners, it supplies better management information facilities 

and it makes distribution planning work faster and simpler. 

Distribution system planning may be done on strategic, tactical and op

erational levels. A key element in many distribution systems is the operational 

routing and/or scheduling of vehicles, crews, maintenance plans etc. Due to the 

complexity of many distribution problems, the use of operations research methods 

and algorithms is needed when solving them. Some of the canonical models for 

routing/scheduling systems studied include the traveling-saleman problem (TSP). 

the vehicle routing problem (VRP). the Chinese postman problem (CPP). the ru

ral postman problem (RPP) and the Capacitated rural postman problem (CRPP). 

Practical management systems incorporate additional complexities such as time 

windows and precedence constraints, and the operations research community has 

responded to the challenge by investigating an ever increasing array of routing and 

scheduling problems. For an extensive survey of models and solution methods in 

vehicle routing and scheduling see Bodin, Golden. Assad and Ball [BGAB 83]. La-

porte and Nobert [LN 87]. Golden and Assad [GA 88]. Eiselt, Gendreau and Laporte 

[EGL 95-1. EGL 95-11] and Assad and Golden [.A.G 95]. In a recent special issue of 

the journal Interfaces. Golden and Wong [GW 92] introduce nine papers describing 

real world applications in which operations research techniques have been success
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fully applied to distribution problems faced by companies. 

1.1 Purpose of this dissertation 

Models for routing problems in transportation can be broadly classified into two 

main groups according to where the demand occurs: Node Routing, where the de-

msmd occurs at the nodes of the underlying graph G and Arc Routing, where the 

demand occurs at the arcs. Node routing problems include the traveling salesman 

problem, the vehicle routing problem etc. while arc routing problems include the 

rural postman problem the Capacitated rural postman problem. These problems 

will be discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections and chapters. 

Definition 1.1 The vehicle routing problem (VRP) consists of finding a set of min

imum cost routes that traverse a given subset of nodes N' C .V in a connected graph 

G = (A*. .4). with an additive non-negative real distance function defined on .4. where 

each route is a directed cycle in G that includes a special node called the depot node. 

Each node in N' has a known demand and must be included in exactly one route. 

The sum of the demands on a route must not exceed the given capacity of the route. 

The problem is described in the literature as the "VRP, (see Golden and Assad 

[GA 88], Fisher and Jaikumar [FJ 81], Christofides, Vlingozzi and Toth [CMT 81]). 

or as the vehicle dispatching problem, (see Dantzig and Ramser [DR 59]). the deliv

ery problem, (see Balinski and Quandt [BQ 64]) and the vehicle scheduling problem, 

(see Clark and Wright [CW 64]). 

Practical vehicle routing problems are typically extensions of the \'RP that 

include additional constraints. These constraints may be due to additional restric

tions related to:-
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- Limitations on the maximum length of a tour, 

- Pairs of customers must be served by the same vehicle (dial-a-ride problems). 

- Precedence constraints imposed on the visiting of customers (pickup and deliver\' 

problem), 

- Time windows for visiting customers (VRP with time windows), 

- Existence of more than one depot (multi-depot VRP). or 

- Multi-commodity vehicle routing problems. 

In this dissertation we propose to study another such extension which is obtained by 

relaxing the constraint that the customers must be assigned exactly once to a route, 

called split deliver>' \'RP. This generalization of the VRP was first introduced by 

Dror and Tnideau [DT 89], [DT 90]. We observe that this situation exists in real 

life and we describe such a problem that motivates this research. 

The benefits of allowing split deliver^' in case of a node-routing problem is 

demonstrated by a simple example. Consider the following graph where each node 

requires 10 units of demand and where the length of the arcs is mentioned alongside. 

The truck capacity is 15 units. An optimal VRP solution requires three trips and 

traverses a total distance of 60 units, where each truck returns to the depot node 

with 5 units of spare capacity because we do not allow piece-meal delivery' to a node. 

However, in an optimal solution to split delivery version of the VRP has only two 

trips Eind traverses a total distance of 50 units as shown in figure (1.1). where the 

trucks return to the depot with no spare capacity. 

An arc routing problem akin to the historic traveling salesman problem is 

the rural postman problem (RPP) defined below. 
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10 units ofdemand at each node An optimal VRP soln. An optimal Split Delivery Soln. 

\Trip 21 

Trip 1 Trip 3 

Depot Node Depot Node 

Trip 1 Trip 2 

Depot Node 

Figure 1.1: Benefits of allowing split delivery. 

Definition 1.2 The rural postman problem (RPP) is the problem of finding a min

imum distance traversal of a given subset of arcs R C A in a connected graph 

G = (A', .4), with an additive non-negative real distance function defined on A. 

When there is a non-negative demand associated with the required arcs R. and an 

upper bound on the sum of the demands delivered on a route (that is a cycle in the 

graph containing the depot node), the problem of finding a collection of routes that 

covers the demand on the required arcs R and meets the capacity bounds for each 

route, is called a Capacitated Rural Postman Problem (CRPP). 

Definition 1.3 Given a graph G=(V,A) with node-set V and arc-set A, a matrix 

of arc lengths [c,j], a matrix of non negative demands a postman capacity Q 

and a designated depot the Capacitated rural postman problem (CRPP) is to find a 

set of postman routes (cycles passing through the depot) such that the total distance 

traveled is minimized and the total demand satisfied by each route does not exceed 

the vehicle capacity Q. 

In the basic CRPP each required arc is allowed to be supplied by only one route. 

The issue of split delivery is also applicable to the CRPP as are the extensions 

similar to the extensions of the VRP previously discussed. 
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The motivation for this study stems from the daily problem of managing a fleet 

of trucks for distributing feed in a large livestock ranch in Arizona. The ranch 

produces cattle for the general meat market, and holds about 100,000 head of cattle 

of x'arious ages and sizes at any given time. The cattle are kept over a large area 

in approximately 500 pens (each rectangular in shape, with lengths varying from 50 

to 400 feet, where a typical pen is 200 feet long and 100 feet wide). These pens are 

arranged in rows connected by a network of paved and dirt roads (see Figure 1.2). 

As the cattle mature, their diet requirements change and consequently special types 

of feed are formulated for each stage of their growth. In addition to this, there is a 

constant movement of cattle in and out of the yard, and within the yard, resulting in 

a changing demand pattern in the pens. The feed type, volume and feeding time for 

each pen may vary from day to day and several different types of feed are required 

each day. Only in those pens where the cattle have not been moved and the feed 

type remains unchanged, do the feeding time windows remain the same as before. 

The feed is produced at a mixing plant on site after which it is carried by 

a conveyor to temporary' storage bins called hoppers. From here the feed is loaded 

onto trucks and despatched for deliver}' to the pens. The feed is dispensed along a 

designated side of each pen. where the feeding trough is located (denoted by double 

lines in figure 1.2). and must be delivered within a designated time-window each 

day. The trucks are designed to dispense the feed into troughs from its left-side 

only. Thus, in delivering feed, the truck must drive by the front of the pen in a 

specified direction. On the other hand, service and access roads to the rows of pens 

may allow two-way traffic. The truck loading process at the mixing plant is prono 

to inaccuracies in weighing and loading of the feed. This uncertainry rosult.s in a 

shortfall or excess in the amount loaded compared to the targeted load. .A route may 
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be stipulated to deliver the exact demand to several pens, but weighing inaccuracies 

may force it to only partially supply the last pen. and that pen would need to have 

feed delivered from more than one route. Thus, in effect, the feed-yard operates in a 

'split-delivery' mode, and we model the problem as such. Over the course of a day. 

the weighing errors usually average out, and the total amount dispensed by each 

truck is very close to the designated amount according to the delivery plan. 

1.1.2 Modeling the stock yard distribution system 

We model the feed delivery problem for the cattle ranch as a collection of Capacitated 

rural postman problem vuith time windows and split delivery, described as follows: 

The livestock ranch is represented as a connected mixed graph G = (!'. .4) whose 

edges and arcs correspond to road segments. For the cattle ranch we study, this 

graph is quite sparse. The mixing plant and its loading area is designated as the 

depot node (node 0 in this study). For each type of feed, there is a subset of arcs R 

that requires traversal, corresponding to the pens that require delivery of that par

ticular feed. Because the design of the delivery trucks, the required set of arcs R are 

directed. The arcs and edges representing service roads may be undirected, allowing 

two-way traffic, or directed for one-way traffic only. Other directed arcs may repre

sent the alleys in front of the rows of pens as a dead heading path-segment traversed 

in the opposite direction to feed delivery. If there were no capacity restrictions on 

the trucks and no constraints on the feeding time, then the feed deliver^' problem is 

just a collection of RPP's. one for each feed type. For this application, the solution 

to the feed distribution problem consists of a collection of routes, where the demand 

supplied by each route meets the capacity constraint of each vehicle, and all required 

demand for ever\- feed is delivered within the specified time windows. Furthermore, 

since the demand of an arc can be served by more than one vehicle, we also have 
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to allocate the demand of each required arc among the routes that cover it. There

fore, we have a collection of split delivery Capacitated arc-routing problem with 

time windows. In the problem we study, there is a further timing complication. In 

actuality, a vehicle may traverse the arcs at two different speeds-discharging speed 

and dead heading speed. Thus in constructing routes, we need to consider not only 

which arcs are traversed but whether deliveries are made to the arcs on the route 

or not. and adjust the time accordingly. 

1.2 Structure of this dissertation 

In this dissertation. Chapter 2 is devoted to a review of the existing research available 

for both the VRP and the CRPP and its different extensions. In chapter 3 we 

study the implication of introducing time windows in the basic CRPP model. We 

explain the difficulty in incorporating time windows constraints into a mathematical 

formulation for the CRPP. We describe an alternate method to mathematically 

model arc routing problems with time v\indows. We present heuristic algorithms 

for obtaining fast solutions for this class of problems in chapter 3. A framework 

for heuristically solving the split delivery CRPP with time windows is presented 

in chapter 4. Additional heuristics for solving the split delivery problem to be 

implemented in conjunction with heuristic algorithms developed in chapter 3 are 

introduced. Computational results of the various heuristic algorithms are presented. 

In chapter 5 of this dissertation we present solution strategies for obtaining tight 

lower bounds to the optimal solution and optimal solutions to some of the real life 

.split deliver\- problems with time windows. Since many of the concepts and methods 

for solving the problem to optimality can be applied to both arc routing and node 

routing problems, we develop algorithms for solving the split delivery node and arc 
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routing problems. Chapter 6 outlines the conclusions from this study and identifies 

areas for future research. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

In this chapter we shall review some research literature related to the problem 

introduced in the previous chapter. Distribution problems can be broadly classi

fied according to different criteria as discussed in Bodin. Golden. Assad and Ball 

[BGAB 83], Sorenson [Sr 86]: 

Structure of the underlying network: 

The underlying network may be an undirected graph, a directed graph or a 

mixed graph. This generally depends on the topology of the street network 

we are trj'ing to model and on the operating policies involved. As a rule, 

one-way streets are modeled using arcs and two way streets are modeled using 

edges. However, in several applications such as garbage collection, two sides 

of a street may be serviced separately and in some cases this may be done 

while going in the same direction. In such cases arcs may be duplicated. 

Location of demand points: 

Demand points (if any) may be at nodes or at arcs of the network or may be 

on both. The former are called node-routing while the latter are arc-routing 
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problems. Both such problems belong to a class of problems called General 

routing problems GRP (See Orloff [O 74]). In this dissertation we tailor our 

discussion according to whether they are node-routing or arc-routing problems. 

Mixed problems are not considered here. 

Nature of demands: 

The demands at the nodes and arcs may be deterministic, or stochastic in 

nature. Similarly the demand may be determined at the time of arrival at 

the demand point forcing a re-execution or revision of the plan. The last 

category is where we are allowed partial satisfaction of the demand by any 

particular route and forms a subject matter for this dissertation. We shall 

only be considering deterministic demands in this study. 

Who determines the demand: 

The demand may be determined by customers at the nodes or arcs. The 

planner may in some cases determine the demand or the demand may be 

determined at the depot node. Such is the case in the Inventory routing 

problem applicable in case of fuel distribution (see for example Dror [D 83]. 

Here the planner is required to estimate the deliver}^ to the stocking points 

(customers) so that there will be no stock out. In this study the customer 

determines the demand. 

Time constraints: 

Time constraints that determines when a delivery or pickup be made may be 

imposed on all of the demand points or a subset of the demand points. Thoy 

may be hard constraints that cannot be violated or soft constraints wIhto we 

associate a penalty for violating them. The problem on hand roqiiiros hard 

time constraints to be imposed. 
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Operations performed at demand points: 

The operation perfonred at the demand point could be a delivery (which is the 

case in this study) or a pickup as in garbage collection or both as in the case of 

pickup and delivery problems such as the dial-a-ride problem. The latter case 

of pickup and delivery though relevant to split delivery is not studied here. 

Number of depots: 

There may be single or multiple depots where each route originates and ter

minates. Additionally routes may originate at one depot and terminate at a 

different depot. We consider the case of single depot routing which is the case 

at the stock yard. 

Size and nature of fleet of vehicles: 

The fleet may consist of a single or multiple vehicles vi*ith homogeneous or 

heterogeneous vehicle capacities and capability. The study considers the for

mer while developing the subject, however the methodology developed can be 

extended to apply to the latter case. 

Costs: 

Associated with each vehicle are costs which may be fixed for all vehicles or 

variable according to the vehicle type. In the former case arise in the case 

of school bus scheduling where associated with each additional vehicle is a 

fixed cost. In the latter case we may have costs that are dependent on the 

utilization of a particular vehicle such as maintenance costs, overtime costs 

etc. These costs are generally incorporated into the cost of traversal of an arc 

or edge. So also there are situations which are a hybrid of the costs described 

above. Costs are generally assumed to be additive but models with complex 

cost functions often appear in the literature. 

Objective: Some of the more common objectives are: 
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- minimizing distance traveled, 

- minimizing total scheduled time of vehicles, 

- minimizing the number of vehicles required, 

- minimizing the simi of fixed and variable costs, 

- minimizing the number of demand points not satisfied. 

- others. 

We use the first criterion for all of the algorithms described. 

Problem dependent constraints: 

Several types of constraints specific to problem instances exist, e.g. those 

imposed by labour union demands, safety regulations such as the maximum 

time a vehicle/driver may be in service per day etc. These constraints may be 

easily incorporated into the algorithms discussed for solving the problem on 

hand. 

2.1 Node-routing problems 

Node routing problems such as the traveling salesman problem(TSP). vehicle routing 

problem (VRP) play a central role in the field of physical distribution of goods 

and logistics. There exists a wide variety of problems and a broad literature on 

these classes of problems. Node routing find applications in diverse areas such as 

circuit testing and design, airline scheduling and routing applications etc. See. for 

example surveys by Bodin. Golden. Assad and Ball [BGAB 83]. Laporte and Xobert 

[LN 87:1]. Laporte [L 92:1]. [L 92:2]. 
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The traveUng salesman problem is one of the most widely studied combinatorial 

optimization problems. Its statement is simple: suppose a salemcin wishes to visit 

his clients who are situated in various cities, he starts at his home city, visits each 

city exactly once before returning to his home city in such a way that he minimizes 

the total dist£mce traveled. Hundreds of articles have been written on the TSP. A 

book on the traveling salesman problem edited by Lawler. Lenstra, Rinooy kan and 

Shmoys [LLUS 85] is a comprehensive guide and survey to resejirch till then. A 

survey paper by Laporte [L 92:1] gives additional information done since 1985. In 

this section we shall only briefly review some of the research done on the TSP that 

is pertinent to the problem on hand. 

One of the earliest integer programming (IP) formulations for the TSP is due 

to Dantzig. Fulkerson and Johnson [DFJ 54]. Given a graph G = (V. .4). define 

Xij = 1 if arc (j.j) is in the optimal solution and Xij = 0 otherwise. Let S be a 

subset of the nodes V in G. The IP formulation for the TSP is: 

Minimize (2.1) 
•5^ J 

n 

subject to =1 i  =  l  n  (2.2) 
j=i 

n 
= 1  J  =  ( 2 . 3 )  

1=1 

Y, ^ l-^l - 1 s C V^. 2 < |5| < n - 2 (2.4) 
> J € S  

x , j  6 ( 0 , 1 }  i j  =  l  n .  i  ̂  j  ( 2 . 5 )  

Constraints (2.2) and (2.3) specify that a tour visits a node exactly once. The 

constraints (2.4) are the sub-tour elimination constraints which prohibit tours on 
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subsets of less than \V\ vertices. These constraints are equivalent to 

SCV-, 2<|5| < 7 I - 2  
ies j^s 

This can be shown by noting that every node i  €  S  i s  the origin of an arc to a node 

in S or to node in S. Hence 

1^1 = S 
i J e S  i € S  

from which one may derive the equivalence. Note that the number of sub-tour elim

ination constraints are 0(2'^') with respect to the node-set of the graph. Thus even 

for moderately sized graphs it is unrealistic to solve this integer linear programming 

formulation directly. 

If the constraints (2.4) are relaxed, observe that the problem reduces to an 

assignment problem that may be solved in O(n^) time (See Carpaneto. Martello and 

Toth [CMT 88]). This relsLxation of the TSP is known as the assignment problem 

relaxation for the TSP. Miller, Tucker and Zemlin [MTZ 60] proposed an alternative 

set of sub-tour elimination constraints that axe fewer in number at the expense of 

additional variables. These sub-tour elimination constraints are: 

U i  —  U j  +  { n  —  l ) x i j  < n  —  2 ,  i j  =  2  n ,  i  j  

where 1 < u, < n — 1 « = 2 n .  

Several authors have proposed branch and bound algorithms for the TSP 

based on the eissignment problem relaxation. Carpaneto and Toth [CT 80] report 

consistently solving randomly generated 240-vertex TSPs in less than a minute on 

CDC 6600. They use a branch and bound algorithm that uses a modified assign

ment problem obtained by relaxing constraints (2.4). to derive lower bounds to the 

optimal solution. The Balas and Christofides [BC 81] algorithm uses a stronger 
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relaxation than the assignment problem relaxation used by Carpaneto and Toth. 

In this relaxation they introduce all constraints of the problem into the objective 

function in a Lagremgian fashion. However, since the number of constraints are ex

ponential, they do not determine the Lagrangian multipliers but instead compute a 

lower bound on its value. They report solving 325-vertex problems in less than one 

minute on a CDC 7600. More recently, Miller and Pekny [MP 91] have developed a 

powerful new branch-and-bound algorithm based on the assignment problem relax

ation to the TSP. The authors report solving instances involving up to 5000 nodes 

in less than a minute on Sun4/330 computers and up to 500000 nodes in 12623 

seconds on a Cray 2 supercomputer. In a different paper Miller and Pekny [MP 89] 

describe a parallel branch and bound algorithm that solves asymmetrical TSPs of up 

to 3000 nodes optimally. In case of the TSP on a directed graph Fischetti and Toth 

[FT 91] describe a so-called "additive bounding procedure" that combines five differ

ent bounds, the eissignment problem bound, the shortest spanning 1-arborescence. 

the shortest spanning 1-anti-arborescence among others. The procedure is embed

ded within the Carpaneto and Toth [CT 80] branch and bound algorithm. They 

report solving 2000-node problems in an average time of 8329 seconds. 

Another line of research consists of introducing several types of valid con

straints for the problem before branching on the fractional variables in the branch 

and bound algorithm. This line of research was introduced by Dantzig. Ford and 

Fulkerson [DFJ 54], Gomory and Hu [GH 61], Crowder and Padberg [CP 80], Pad-

berg and Rinaldi [PR 90] Grotschel and Holland [GrH 91] among others. The lat

ter two suggest efficient procedures for identifying violated instances of sub-tour 

elimination constraints, 2-matching inequalities. Comb inequalities and Clique tree 

inequalities. These techniques have formed the basis for several branch <k cut algo

rithms for the TSP. VRP and other related problems. These authors report solving 

non-random TSP of size between 17 and 2392 nodes to optimality. However, these 
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methods have not been successful on large size traveling salesman problems. 

2.1.2 Vehicle routing problem 

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) as defined in Chapter 1 at (1.1) was first formu

lated by Dantzig and Ramser [DR 59] who called it the truck dispatching problem. 

Dantzig and Ramser presented a heuristic that starts with an initial solution where 

each vehicle services a single node. In subsequent iterations the customers are ag

gregated into groups forming a route. The method emphasized vehicle capacity 

utilization rather than minimizing the distance traveled. The idea was later im

proved by Clarke and Wright [C\\' 64] in an algorithm, which is now referred to 

as the Clark-and-Wright savings method. Assume there are n customers with de

mand di. / = 1 n and m vehicles with capacity Qk, k = 1 m in all of the 

formulations described below. 

Set partitioning formulation of the VRP 

Balinski and Quandt [BQ 64] were the first to solve instances of the \'RP to opti-

mality using a set partitioning formulation. Define 

1, if customer i  is serviced bv route j  
a i j  =  

0, otherwise 

Then a vector a j  = [a,j], i  =  1 n  with associated cost C j  represents a route j  

servicing a subset of the node-set in V .  Let there be r such feasible routes where 

a feasible route is one whose total delivery does not exceed its capacity and which 

services a node exactly once. A set partitioning formulation of the VRP is given 
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below: 

r 

Minimize ^ cjxj (2.6) 
j=i 
r 

subject to ^ a i j X j  =1 i = 2, n  (2.7) 
j=i 

Xj €{0,1} i = l r (2.8) 

Constraints (2.7) ensures that each customer is served exactly once. The problems 

considered by Balinski and Quandt were small in size with 5 < |V^| < 15. A major 

difficulty is that the number of feasible routes (columns) is of order n\. Using a dom

inance criterion {viz. remove column j if there exists a set of columns S such that 

Z).€5 ^ where the routes in 5 covers all the customers in route j) to reduce 

the number of columns, and Gomory cutting planes to force integrality, Balinski and 

Quzindt were able to solve 9 out of 10 problems with |V| < 15 to optimality. Subse

quent research focused on methods to generate feasible columns without having to 

enumerate all columns (See Laporte and Nobert [LN 87. LN 87:1] for a comprehen

sive review of column generation based exact methods). This line of reseairch has 

resulted in viable techniques for solving real life problems in vehicle routing where 

the problems are tightly constrained. Desrosiers, Soumis and Desrochers [DSD 84] 

and Desrochers. Desrosiers and Solomon [DDS 92] have applied this method to the 

solution of VRPs with time windows containing up to 200 vertices. 

Three index formulation 

Another integer linear programming formulation which was the basis for some suc

cessful solution methods was by Fisher and Jciikumar [FJ 78. FJ 81]. This formu

lation is a network flow formulation, also known as the three-index formulation of 
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the VRP. Let 

^ i j k  
1, if vehicle k visits customer i immediately cifter customer j 

0. otherwise 

1. if customer i is serviced by vehicle k 

0. otherwise 
(2.10) 

The basic VRP is then to 

Minimize EE 
I .  J  k  

(2 .11)  

subject to 

X I  <  Q k  

S yik 
k  

(2.13) 

(2.12) 

= =yik 2 = 1 n . k  =  l  m  (2.14) 
' J  

Y .  < 1 5 | - 1  V 5 C { 2  n } . k  =  l  m(2.15) 
..j€S 

yik €{0,1} i = l n. k = 1 m (2.16) 

X i j k  6(0.1} i j  =  l ,  n ,  k  =  1  m  (2.17) 

Constraints (2.12) ensure that every customer is allocated to some vehicle aind con

straints (2.13) are the vehicle capacity constreiints. Constraints (2.14) are the flow 

conservation constraints common in network flow formulations while constraints 

(2.15) are the sub-tour elimination constreiints. We note that we obtain a general

ized assignment problem relaxation by relaxing constraints (2.15) and (2.17). Fisher 

and Jaikumar proposed em algorithm based on Benders' decomposition. The pro

cedure alternates between solving a Generalized Assignment master problem that 

assigns vertices to a route and a TSP sub problem that seeks the best tour through 

these vertices. 

Sometimes associated with each node is a time interval also known as a 

time window during which the node may be serviced. Time window constraints 
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may be incorporated into the model in a stredght forward manner as shown: In a 

node-routing problem with time windows, the original network can be augmented 

by adding an arc with its arc-length equal to the 'shortest path' distance, 

whenever there is a path from i  to j  in the original network. With this augmented 

network, we can then make the eissumption that a node is visited no more than 

once, and the time window restrictions can be modeled by the constraints 

where T,jt represents the time when a vehicle k  arrives at a node i  and tijk is the 

time required to traverse arc {i,j) by vehicle k (see Desrosiers et al. [DDSS 95] 

for an exhaustive discussion on this topic). Fisher and Jaikumar incorporate such 

constraints in the problems presented and report computational results for \'RPs 

(w^th time windows) ranging from 50 to 199 vertices. 

Assignment formulation for the VRP 

An assignment based formulation for the VRP was proposed by Christofides. Min-

gozzi and Toth [CMT 81]. Let all optimal feasible single routes for a vehicle in the 

VRP be indexed by r = 1,... ,f. Let the index set of customers in route r be Mr and 

the cost of the route be Cr. Let A', = {r|2 € Mr}. Order routes in descending order 

o f  t h e i r  l o a d  A V  =  H . e W r  9 > -  ^ e t  b e  t h e  s m a l l e s t  v a l u e  o f  r  s u c h  t h a t  A V  <  Q k -

Define r^+i = r + l. Let yr = lif route r is in the optimal VRP solution and f/r = 0 

otherwise. The basic VRP is then; 

^ijk{Tik — Tjk + tijk) < 0 V(i, j) 6 -4, VA: 

a,'  ̂Tik  ̂ bi  ̂V 

r 

Minimize (2.18) 

subject to ^  y r  = 1  1  =  2  n  (2.19) 
r€/V, 
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'"i+l-I 

5^ J/r < l c  Tfc /  r k ^ i , k  = 1 m (2.20) 
r=l 

r 

51 t/r =*71 (2.21) 

yr €{0,1} r = l,...,r (2.22) 

Constraints (2.19) requires every customer to be visited exactly once, (2.20) are the 

vehicle capacity constraints, while (2.21) ensure that m routes are chosen. 

A'-tree based formulation for the VRP 

A recent formulation by Fisher [F 94] uses A'-trees to derive a lower bound for 

the VRP. A A'-tree based formulation is a VRP adaptation of the spanning tree 

r e l a x a t i o n  p r o p o s e d  b y  H e l d  a n d  K e i r p  [ H K  7 0 ]  f o r  t h e  T S P .  F o r  a  \ ' R P  w d t h  n  

customers a A'-tree is defined as a set of n -f- A' edges that span all vertices. This 

lower bound to the VRP may be further strengthened by forcing the degree of the 

depot node in the A'-tree to be 2A'. 

Let Xij be 1 if edge ( i . j )  is traversed by a vehicle and 0 otherwise. Since 

the graph is undirected \'ariables x,j and Xj, pertain to the edge and are the same. 

Define 

•^n —l.n 

Let X  =  {j} represents a A'-tree with degree 2 K  at the depot. Let r(S) be a lower 

bound on the number of vehicles required to service the nodes in node-set S C V. 

^01 

^02 

^ ^On 

X i 2  
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We may determine r(S) = rSi€s9»/Ql or from a lower bound to a bin packing 

solution. The V'RP is formulated as: 

min 52 (2-23) 
(.J)€A 

subject to ^ Xij =2 z = 1,..., n (2.24) 

E E - .  >  2 r ( 5 )  V S  C  A * .  \S\ > 2 (2.25) 
j € S j ^ S  

Constraints (2.24) and (2.25) represent the continuity and vehicle constraints. This 

formulation prohibits single customer routes as they use the same edge of the graph 

to arrive ajid depart from the depot node. Fisher shows that this is not very likely 

in the problems he considers said may be avoided if the demands are not large 

when compared to vehicle capacities. This problem is then solved in a Lagrangian 

fashion by introducing (2.24) and (2.25) into the objective. Since there are 0(2") 

constraints in (2.25). Fisher generates these constraints dynamically as they are 

violated and adds them to the objective function. To determine the optimad dual 

multipliers in the Lagrangian dual problem, Fisher uses sub-gradient optimization 

to obtain tight lower bounds. He presents three heuristics that convert the A'-tree 

solution obtained at the end of each sub-gradient optimization phase and treinsform 

it into a feasible solution to the VRP. As the A'-tree lower bound approaches the 

optimal solution, these heuristics find better quality upper bounds. Fisher solves 

12 test problems with 25 < |V| < 134 to optimality. Three of these problems were 

solved "automatically" using only the Lagreingian relaxation problem and heuristics. 

Other problems required manual intervention that took advantage of the clustering 

of the customers in the test data. The gap between the upper and lower bounds 

was on the average 0.8% in case of clustered problems and 9% in case where nodes 

(customers) were uniformly distributed. 



2.1.3 Traveling salesman problem with time windows 

The traveling salesman problem with time windows (TSPTW) involves the design 

of a minimum cost path for a salesman who visits a set of nodes, where each node 

is visited exactly once within the time window specified for that node. A vehicle 

may wait at a node for service but it is not permitted to deliver after the due date 

for delivery. In other words the time windows considered here are "hard" time 

windows. The TSPTW has important practical applications such as in school-bus 

scheduling, bank, postal and medical deliveries, automated manufacturing environ

ments etc. It also arises as a sub problem in more complex vehicle routing problems. 

Research on the TSPTW is available in a chapter devoted to this topic in Desrosiers 

et al. [DDSS 95] and more recently in Dumas, Desrosiers, Gelinas and Solomon 

[DDGS 95]. Both sets of authors present dynamic programming formulations for 

the problem. In the latter paper Dumas et al. present various elimination tests 

which enhance the performance of the dynamic programming approach. These tests 

which are done a priori and during the execution of the algorithm, serve to reduce 

the state space and the number of state transitions. Let G = {V, A) be the underly

ing netv.^ork associated ^*ith the problem instance. Define F(S. i.t) as the least cost 

path starting from the depot node passing through every node in S C V ending at 

a node i € 5 such that it can service i starting at time t or later. Let s, be the 

time required to service node i and t,j the time required to traverse arc {i.j). The 

function F(S.iA) is computed by solving the follo\\'ing recurrence equations; 

F i S . j J )  =  min { F { S  -  {j}. i j ' )  +  c, j  \  t  >  t '  +  s ,  +  t , j .  < t '  <  b , }  (2.26) 
(i.j)€.4 

for aJl S C V ' . j  € 5 and a j  < t  <  b j .  The boundary' conditions are: 

F I f i  i  n  i f  ( 1 . 7 )  € . 4  

oc otherwise 
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where a j  <  t  <  b j  and t  =  max{ai + Si + fij, cy}. The optimal solution to the 

TSPTW is given by; 

min min { F { N ,  i ,  <) + c,„ | f > &„ - - s,} (2.27) 
(:.n)6-4 ai<t<bi 

Diimas et al. solve problems of up to 200 nodes within 500 seconds of CPU time 

on a HP9000/730 workstation. For larger problems, the method did not encounter 

CPU time difficulties, but did experience memory problems. 

Baker [B 83] presents a branch and bound algorithm where the lower bound 

is computed from the duaJ Lagrange an relaxation of an integer linear program

ming formulation of the problem. Langevin, Desrochers, Desrosiers and Soumis 

[LDDS 90] present a two-commodity flow formulation for the TSPTW. A general

ization of the TSPTW is the m-TSPTW. where we may have m different tours. The 

m-TSPTW is identical to a VRPTW where vehicles have infinite capacity. 

2.1.4 Vehicle routing problem with time windows 

Given the inherent complexity of this problem, large scale problems (more than 1000 

nodes) can be solved presently only by the use heuristics. Hence an entire body of 

literature is devoted to it. Solomon [S 87] was the first to generalize a number of 

route construction and improvement heuristics for the VRPTW. He showed that a 

two-phased sequential insertion algorithm based on a savings criteria is very effective. 

Route improvement procedures have been developed by Russell [R 77], Baker and 

Sch8iffer [BS 86]. The procedures were extensions of the claissical Ar-interchange 

heuristic by Lin and Kernighan [LK 73] and the 2-opt and 3-opt branch exchange 

process by Lin [L 65]. Solomon, Baker, Schciffer [SBS 88] proposed a "within" route 

improvement based on the Or-opt procedure by Or [0 76]. The worst-case ratio 

of these algorithms and of /t'-interchange heuristics on problems \\ith n customers 
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was showTi to be of order n  (Solomon [S 86]). Recently Kontoravdis and Bard 

[KB 92] developed a parallel insertion algorithm which combines a greedy heuristic 

and randomization to construct a feasible solution. The feasible solution is improved 

by a local search. The procedure called GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive 

SeEirch Procedure) was shown to be superior in performance to many of the previous 

heuristics. 

The set covering based Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition algorithm to compute 

the lower bounds for the VRPTW proved to be very successful stimulating a lot of 

interest in this technique. Bramel and Simchi-Levi [BSL 96:1], [BSL 96:2] demon

strated by a probabilistic analysis of the VRP mth time windows (VRPTW). that 

the relative gap between fractional and integer solutions of the set covering problem 

becomes arbitrarily small as the number of customers increases. In school bus fleet 

planning (which is modeled as a m-TSPTW), Desrosiers. Soumis and Desrosiers 

[DSD 84] report solving problems up to 151 trips. In that paper the objective is to 

find a least cost set of tours that covers a set of nodes in a graph. The nodes repre

sent trips to be made by a school bus. An arc (i.j) between two nodes exists if trip 

j can be started after completion of trip i without violating any time constraints. 

In another application of the m-TSPTW. Dumas. Desrosiers and Soumis [DDS 89] 

report solving a 300 trip problem. 

In c£ise of the single depot VRPTW involving homogeneous vehicles. Desrochers. 

Desrosiers and Soumis [DDS 92] found a number of optimal solutions to lOO-customer 

problems. Problems involving multiple depots and a heterogeneous vehicle fleet 

were solved using many subproblem structures, one for each depot/vehicle type (see 

Dumas. Desrosiers. Soumis [DDS 89] and Haouari, Dejax. Desrochers [HDD 91]). 

Kolen. Rinooy Kan. Trienkens [KRT 87] propose an optimization algorithm ba.sod 

on the the one for the VRP by Christofldes et al. [CMT 81]. for the single depot 
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homogeneous vehicle fleet case. They utilize a state-space relaxation similar to the 

one discussed in case of the the TSPTW' in the previous sub-section. 

Lagrangian relaxation can be applied to various VRPTW formulations. By 

relaxing complicating constraints such as time-window and capacity constraints, 

the resulting Lagrangian sub-problem becomes a pure network flow problem that 

is easier to solve. This approach was analyzed by Desrosiers. Sauve and Soumis 

[DSS 88] but never tested numerically. On the other hand by relaxing the constraints 

that ensure each customer is visited once and the constraints on the number of 

vehicles, we obtain a Lagrangian sub-problem for each specific vehicle. Thus, the 

number of variables in the sub problem is considerably smzdler than in the original 

VRP. The sub-problem is a shortest path problem with time windows and capacity 

constraints. This relaxation has been investigated by Desrosiers. Sauve and Soumis 

[DSS 88] and by Fisher. Jomsten and Madsen [FJM 92]. The computational results 

reveal that the Lagrangian relaxation methods have not been competitive with the 

Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition/ column generation approach. In the context of school 

bus scheduling the augmented Lagrangian relaxation (Frank-Wolfe decomposition 

with the SPPTW as the sub problem) was found to be eflFective for solving problems 

of up to 223 trips. Lagrangisin schemes have been been used when minimizing the 

total distance traveled, using the A'-tree structure for formulating the \'RPTW (see 

Fisher [F 94], Fisher et al. [FJM 92]). Problems of size 25 - 50 customers were 

routinely solved. However, the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition/ column generation 

approach fared substantially better routinely solving 100 customer problems. 
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The VRP does not allow customers to be serviced by more than one vehicle. Some 

researchers have studied a generalization of the the VRP where split deliveries are 

allowed. Burrows [Bu 88] transforms the original problem so that each customer 

order is split into a number of smaller indivisible orders. The savings method of 

Clark emd Wright is then used to generate a heuristic solution. Dror and Trudeau 

[DT 90] present a heuristic which uses the improvement algorithm of Dror and Levy 

[DL 86]. Two additional improvement procedures were added: 

1. A:-split interchange: This splits a customer demand into k  parts, where each 

part is serviced on a separate route. 

2. Route addition; An extra tour is added if saving in distance is obtained and 

split deliveries eliminated. 

The authors also demonstrated that the when the order size ranged from 70-90 

percent of vehicle capacity, an improvement of about 10 percent was gained over the 

classical VRP solution. Dror, Laporte and Trudeau [DLT 94] solve some instances 

(size 10-20 customers) optimally by a cutting plane algorithm coupled with a branch 

a n d  b o u n d  s e a r c h .  F o r  t h e  p r o b l e m s  c o n s i d e r e d ,  t h e  l o w e r  b o u n d s  w e r e  w i t h i n  9  7 c  

of the upper bounds. Only one problem was solved to optimality. They conclude 

that the SDVRP is more difficult to solve exactly than the VRP. 

2.2 Arc-routing problems 

In arc routing problems we seek to find an optimal tour with respect to some objec

tive so that the set of tours traverses a subset of required arcs RCA subject to a set 
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of constraints imposed on the problem. Many practical problems can be modeled as 

arc-routing problems, such as topological testing of computer circuits in integrated 

circuit chips (See Malek, Mourad and Pandya [MMP 89]), detection of minimal-

energy states for some planar spin glass systems (Barahona [B 90]), mail deliv-

ery(Levy [L 87], Levy and Bodin [LB 88, LB 89], garbage collection (Strieker [S 70], 

Beltrami and Bodin [BB 74], Bodin, Fagin, Welebny and Greenberg [BFWG 89]), 

snow plowing (Lemieux and Campagna [LC 84], Alfa and Liu [AL 88], Haslam and 

Wright [HW 91]) routing electric meter readers (Stem and Dror [SD 79], Wunder-

lich, Collette. Levy and Bodin [WCLB 92]) and flame cutting (Manber and Israni 

[MI 84]). A recent survey of arc-routing problems was done by Eiselt, Gendreau 

and Laporte [EGL 95-1, EGL 95-11]. 

2.2.1 Chinese postman problem 

In most practical applications we need traverse only a subset of the arcs i? C .4 of 

the graph and hence such problems are modeled as the RPP. However if /? = A. 

i.e. we are required to traverse all the arcs of G, the resulting problem is the 

Chinese Postman Problem (GPP) which arises in many sub problems when solving 

arc-routing problems. There are some applications which can be modeled as pure 

CPP's. The earliest documented reference to this problem is the famous Konigsberg 

bridge problem (Euler 1736) where one had to determine whether there e.xisted a 

closed walk that traversed each of the seven bridges in Konigsberg exactly once. 

Swiss mathematician Leonard Euler found the conditions (termed unicursality) for 

the existence for a closed walk and there were none in this particular case. A graph 

is said to be unicursal if 
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1. If G is undirected: Every node must be of even degree (proved by Euler 

(1736)). 

2. If G  is directed: The number of outgoing arcs at a node must equal the number 

of incoming arcs. 

3. If G  is mixed: Every node must be incident to an even number of directed and 

undirected arcs: for every S CV the difference between the number directed 

arcs from 5 to \ S and the number of directed arcs from V\S to S must be 

less than or equal to the number of edges joining V \ S and S i.e. the graph 

is balanced (Nobert and Picard [NBc 91]). 

Euler was only concerned with the existence of a closed walk. The problem of actu

ally determining such a walk was solved by Hierholzer (1873). English translations 

of the original articles by Euler and Hierholzer are provided by Fleischner [F 90]. 

Algorithms to optimally solve the undirected and directed case of the CPP involve 

determining if a graph is unicursal. If not, determine a least cost augmentation of 

graph G to G' by introducing edges or arcs, so that the new multi graph is unicursal. 

Once the transformed graph is unicursal, we may determine an Eulerian cycle (a 

closed walk that traverses all edges or arcs) in polynomial time. A practical ap

plication of the CPP concerns topological testing of computer systems at different 

levels (See Malek et al. [MMP 89]). Here processors, switches registers are modeled 

as nodes and the data flow between them as arcs. Testing involves sending testing 

packets that traverse all arcs and vertices. A minimal Eulerian circuit is determined 

to so that testing can be accomplished in minimal time. Barahona [B 90] describes 

another application of the CPP arising in the design of \'LSI circuits. 
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Undirected Chinese postman problem 

Euler (1736) showed that a connected undirected graph is unicursal if and only if 

all its edges are of even degree. Guan [G 62] observed that a graph G always has an 

even number of odd-degree nodes and that a unicursal graph G' can be derived from 

G by adding edges that link odd-degree vertices. He also proved that a necessar>' 

and sufficient condition for optimality is that graph G' does not contain more than 

two edges linking any pair of nodes in G, and the length of the added edges on ever>-

cycle does not exceed half the length of the cycle. One formulation of the undirected 

CPP (Edmonds [E 65]) is as a integer linear programming problem where we seek a 

least-cost augmentation of G into G' so that all nodes are of even degree. The CPP 

is solved in two steps, the first step is to find a least cost matching of odd-degree 

vertices. Next find an Eulerian cycle through the graph augmented by the edges of 

a n  o p t i m a l  m a t c h i n g .  L e t  5 { i )  b e  t h e  s e t  o f  e d g e s  t h a t  a r e  i n c i d e n t  t o  n o d e  i  G  V  

and T Q V he the set of odd-degree vertices of G. Let Xjj be the number of copies 

of edge (i.j) required to augment graph G. The matching formulation is as follows: 

A later formulation that exploits the sparsity of a graph was proposed by Edmonds 

and Johnson [EJ 73]. Define for any nonempty proper subset of V the set 

Minimize ^ c,jX,j 

subject to ^ l i j  =1 i f  i  E . T  

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

Xij 6(0.1} { i J ) € A  (2.30) 

E { S )  =  { { i . j )  : i G S J e V \ S  or j  V  \  S }  

The problem then is formulated as: 

Minimize (2.31) 
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subject to I I  X i j  > 1  ( 5 c K S o d d )  (2.32) 
(<.j)6£:(S) 

X i j  >0 (2.33) 

x.j integer { i j )  € .4 (2.34) 

Constraints (2.32) are referred to as blossom inequalities and are defined for ever\* 

proper subset S of V containing an odd number of vertices. Edmonds and Johnson 

[EJ 73] show that the polyhedron of solutions to (2.32) and (2.33) is equal to the 

convex hull of solutions to the matching problem above. This problem is solved 

using an adaptation of the blossom algorithm for matching problems. 

Once the Eulerian graph has been obtained, the Eulerian walk can be deter

mined by Fleury's algorithm (see Kaufman [K 67] page 169). A bridge is an edge 

or arc whose removal disconnects the graph G'. 

Step 1. Starting with an arbitrary* node i  traverse an edge ( i . j )  that is not a bridge 

and erase it. If there are no more edges stop. 

Step 2. Set i  : =  j  and repeat step 1. 

The sequence of deleted edges gives us the Eulerian cycle. This algorithm may be 

time consuming since at each edge considered for deletion one has to determine if it 

is a bridge. Edmonds and Johnson in [EJ 73] describe another procedure called the 

end-pairing algorithm that determines an Eulerian cycle in 0(|V'|) time complexity. 

.Additional algorithms cire described in Fleischner [F 91]. 

Directed Chinese postman problem 

In the case of the directed Chinese postman problem, Orloff [0 74] showed that the 

Eulerian graph may be determined by solving a minimum cost flow problem where 
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the flow on each of the arcs must be at least one. However it was shown that for this 

problem to have a feasible solution, the graph must be strongly connected. Another 

approach involves solving the problem of augmenting graph G to an Eulerian graph 

G' by solving a transportation problem (See for example Edmonds and Johnson 

[EJ 73], Orloff [O 74], Beltrami and Bodin [BB 74]). Let be the set of incoming 

a r c s  o f  a  n o d e  i  a n d  6 { i ) ~  b e  t h e  s e t  o f  o u t g o i n g  a r c s  o f  a  n o d e  i .  L e t  I  =  ( j  :  

< 5 ( 0 +  -  S { i ) -  =  5 . -  >  0  V i  €  V }  a n d  J  =  { j  :  S { j ) -  -  ( 5 0 ) +  =  d j  >  0  V j  €  V } .  

Thus set I is viewed as the set of supply nodes with supply s, and set J the set of 

demand nodes with demand dj in the transportation problem. If c,j is the shortest 

path between any two nodes i and j the problem is: 

Minimize E E (2-3o) 
i € /  i € J  

subject to Vz ^ / (2.36) 
J € J  

= d j  \ / j e J  ( 2 . 3 7 )  
16/ 

X i j  >0 i e l .  j  e  J  (2.38) 

The optimal solution determines the number of copies of arc {i,j) to be added to 

the graph G so that it is unicursaJ. To determine the Eulerian cycle one may extend 

Fleury's algorithm for the directed case. Alternatively, the algorithm described in 

Edmonds and Johnson [EJ 73] may be used. 

Mixed Chinese postman problem 

The mixed Chinese postman problem is defined on a graph G  =  (I'. .4 U £"). where 

V is the node-set, .4 a set of arcs and E a set of nodes. It is further assumed (for 

notational convenience) that the graph G is strongly connected, i.e. there is a path 

between any two pairs of nodes i,j E V. Papadimitriou [P 76] showed that the 

mixed Chinese postman problem is A/'T'-hard even if the graph G is planar or if all 
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cost associated with the arcs Cij are the same. The methodology for finding good 

feasible solutions to this problems is similar to that in the undirected and directed 

case, i.e. one tries to find a minimum-cost augmentation of the graph so that it is 

Eulerian and then construct an Eulerian circuit. Solving a matching problem does 

not insure unicursality as the the graph needs to be balanced as well (condition No.3 

for unicursality). A graph is said to be symmetric if the number of incoming arcs 

equals the number of outgoing arcs for all nodes in the graph. A graph is said to 

be even if the degree if the total number of arcs and edges incident to each of its 

vertices is even. If a graph is symmetric and even then it is balanced. However, 

symmetry alone is not sufficient to guarantee unicursality. Eiselt et al. [EGL 95-1] 

present counter examples that prove this. If it is known that a graph is Eulerian. 

then an Eulerian circuit may be obtained by first assigning directions to some edges 

so that the graph is symmetric. Next, assign directions to the remaining edges and 

finally determine the actual traversal of the graph G. Ford and Fulkerson [FF 62] 

present an algorithm to obtain a symmetric graph from a mixed graph. 

Grotchel sind Win [GW 92] present an integer linear programming formula

tion for the minimum-cost augmentation that is a modification of their formulation 

for the windy postman problem (to be discussed next). The solution to the ILP for

mulated determines a graph that is directed and symmetric. Symmetr>' is ensured 

by the flow conservation constraints. They report solving nine CPP's out of nine at

tempted, where 52 < |V''| < 172, 37 < |E| < 154 and 31 < |.4| < 116. Heuristics for 

the mixed CP? have been suggested by Edmonds and Johnson [EJ 73], Fredrickson 

[F 79] and by Christofides et al. [CBCCM 84]. Fredrickson presented two heuristics 

which were an improvement on the algorithms by Edmonds and Johnson, each wnth 

time complexity 0(mar{|Vp. |-4|(max{|-4|, |£'|}'^}). He also showed that the w^orst 

case ratio of these algorithms is 2 if applied individually and 5/3 if applied in suc

cession to the problem. The algorithm presented by Christofides et al. [CBCCM 84] 
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is equivalent to the second algorithm of Fredrickson. When applied to 34 problems 

with 7 < |V"| < 50, 3 < |-4| < 85,4 < |£'| < 39, it produced solutions that were on 

the average 3 percent above the optimal and 17 percent at worst. 

2.2.2 Windy postman problem 

The windy postman problem (WTP), first introduced by Mineaka [M 79], is defined 

on an undirected graph although the cost of traversal of an edge depends on the 

direction of travel. The objective is to find a minimum-cost traversal of all edges of 

the graph. The WPP is A/'P-hard and contains the undirected, directed and mixed 

CPP as special cases. Guan [G 84] showed that some cases of the WPP can be solved 

in polynomial time and a sufficient condition for that is the two orientations of ever}' 

cycle of G should have the same length. If such a condition exists, an optimal WPP 

tour may be obtained by solving a CPP on a transformed graph G' and determining 

an Euler tour on G'. The graph G' is derived form the underlying graph G = {V. A) 

by redefining the edge costs as Cij = (c,j + Cji)/2. Another sufficient condition for 

polynomial solvability is if G is Eulerian (Win [W 87, W 89]). Win showed that the 

polynomial algorithm for the mixed CPP by Edmonds and Johnson [EJ 73] yields 

an optimal solution. 

The polyhedral structure of the WPP was studied by Win [W 87. W 89] and 

Grotschel and Win [GrW 88, GrW 92]. Define 5{i) as the set of edges incident on 

n o d e  i  €  V  a j i d  E { S ) .  S  C  V  t h e  s e t  o f  e d g e s  { i , j )  w h e r e  i  G  S  a n d  j  G  V  \  S .  

Let Xij be the number of times edge {i.j) is traversed in an optimal solution of the 

WPP. The problem is; 

Minimize ^ (c.jX.j + Cj.Xj,) (2.39) 

subject to: + x_,, >1 ( i . j )  €  A  (2.40) 
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^  i  ( ^ i j  "f" ^ j i )  = 0 i e v  (2.41) 
(iJ)6<S(0 

> 0 i i J ) e A  (2.42) 

^ i j '  ̂ j i  integer ( i J ) e A  (2.43) 

Let P  be the polyhedron of the vectors x  = (x,j. Xj,) satisfying constraints (2.40)-

(2.42). It can be seen that the solution to the constrdnts (2.40)-(2.42) will yield 

vectors whose components have the values {0,1/2,1}. The graph G is Eulerian if 

and only if every vector in P consists of integral components. If G is Eulerian. then 

the constraints (2.40)-(2.42) give a complete description of the convex hull of the 

solution vectors of the WPP tour, denoted by WP{G). Grotschel and 'W'in have 

shown that the constraints (2.40) and (2.42) are facets of WP{G) if and only if the 

edge (?, j) associated with the constraint is not a bridge of G. It can be seen that 

if (z.j) is a bridge, constraint (2.40) will be Xij + xji > 2 and hence (2.40) is not a 

facet. They also derived the folloT^ang odd cut inequalities iov any odd |£"(S)|. 

Y. (•tij+l;.) >|£(S)| + 1 SCl' (2.44) 
(i.j)6E(S) 

Y, x,j >1/2(|£(S)| + 1) SCV (2.45) 
i e s j i s  

Y i  x j ,  >l/2( |£(S) i  +  l )  5cr  (2.46)  
tes.jis 

The LP solution to a cutting plane algorithm solved the integer problem in 31 out 

of 36 cases attempted, of sizes 52 < |V'| < 264. 78 < |.4| < 489. If the LP fails to 

give an optimal integer solution they recommend rounding up fractional solutions 

and possibly set some variables to zero (Grotschel and Win [GrW 92]). 

2.2.3 Rural postman problem 

In most arc routing instances, it is not necessary to service all the arcs in a graph 

and therefore most arc routing problems may be modeled as as an RPP or a gen
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eralization of it. The RPP historically arose in rural mail delivery, however, severad 

applications such £is snow plowing, garbage collection, school bus routing and meter 

reading have been modeled as RPP's. The rural postman problem w^as defined at 

(1.2) in chapter 1. The undirected 2ind directed versions of the RPP are MV-hdsd 

(see Lenstra and Rinooy Kan [LR 76]), except when R = .4. in which case the 

RPP becomes a CPP. The mixed version of the RPP is known as the Stacker Crane 

Problem (SCP). As in the case of the CPP, a stajidard algorithmic strategy* is to 

find a minimum-cost augmentation of the graph G so that G becomes unicursal, 

when an Eulerian circuit may be determined in polynomial time. Heuristics may 

be used in the first stage. These heuristics generally embed a matching problem, 

shortest spanning tree (for the undirected RPP) or a spanning arborescence (for the 

directed RPP). The problem may be formulated as a integer linear program and 

solved by a branch and cut algorithm such as those for the symmetric TSP (see 

Padberg and Rinaldi [PR 91]). Another exact approach involves transforming the 

RPP to an equivalent generalized traveling salesman problem which is then solved 

in a Lagrangian fashion (see Noon and Bean [NB 91, NB 92] and Dror £ind Langevin 

[DL 94]). The RPP remains difficult to solve to optimality. 

Undirected rural postman problem 

Let the set of required arcs R  induce connected components G i  G p  with re

spect to vertex sets V'l Vp forming a partition in V. If c,j satisfies the triangle 

inequality, then a heuristic with worst case ratio 3/2 (See Fredrickson [F 79]) can 

be constructed as follows: 

1. Shortest spanning tree Construct a shortest spanning tree that connects all the 

components Gi Gp of length 1{T). Let 1{R) be the length of the arcs in 
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the required set of arcs R  and 2" be the value of the optimal solution to the 

RPP. Then 1{T) + 1{R) < r". 

2. Minimum cost matching Solve a minimum cost matching problem of all odd-

degree vertices of the subgraph induced by i? U T. Let M be such a matching 

w i t h  t o t a l  l e n g t h  1 { M ) .  

3. Eulerian cycle An RPP solution is given by the Eulerian cycle on the subgraph 

induced by i? U T U M. If Cij satisfies the triangle inequality, it can be showTi 

t h a t  / ( M )  <  z '  1 2  a n d  c o n s e q u e n t l y  t h e  l e n g t h  o f  t h e  E u l e r i a n  c i r c u i t  1 { T )  +  

l{R)+l{M) < 3r72. 

Christofides, Campos, Corberan and Mota [CCCM 81] suggested an integer linear 

programming formulation for the undirected RPP which is described below. Let 

Xij be the number of copies of edge {i,j) required to be added to the unicursal 

augmentation of the graph G. Thus the edge would be traversed 1 -f times if 

{i,j) G R and times if (i.j) £ A\R. Then a valid formulation for the undirected 

RPP is: 

Minimize ^ c.-,(l + r,j)+ Yi (2.47) 

subject to Y. (l+x,j)+ Y (1+-^;.) 

+ Y •^0 + ^ =0 (mod 2). 2 G V (2.48) 
( 1 .  J )  €  . A  \  f l ,  J  >  I  { t . j ) e A \ R . j < i  

y ^ i j  >1 s  =  L } k ^ p \ k .  
i€S,j6S 

5 = (uL,r,)\s. 

P C  { I  p }  ( 2 . 4 9 )  

x , j  e  ( i . j ) e A  (2.50) 



Constraints (2.48) insure that the degree of every vertex is even, while constraints 

(2.49) insure that an optimal cycle links all the components Gi, G p  induced by R .  

It was shown that the arcs (z, j )  £  R  have an upper bounded of 1 and the arcs { i ,  j )  G 

A\R are bounded by 2. Thus, constraints (2.48) can be linearized by replacing the 

right hand side by 22j, where > 0, i £V and integer. The problem is solved by a 

branch and bound algorithm, where the lower bound is derived by introducing the 

modified constraints (2.48) into the objective and solving the resulting Lagrangian 

relaxation. Upper bounds are derived by solving a matching problem on the odd-

degree vertices induced by a solution to a shortest spanning tree linking the subgraph 

induced by Gi Gp. Twenty four reindomly generated problems were solved to 

optimality where 9 < |V^| < 84,13 < |.4| < 184,4 < |i?| < 78.2 < p < 8. 

A related but diflFerent formulation was presented by Corberan and Sanchis 

[CS 94]. They introduce the concept of i?-even and R-odd nodes. A vertex is 

called R-even (R-odd respectively) if it is incident to an even (odd) number of edges 

{i,j) 6 R. Let 6{i) be the set of all edges incident to node i in G. Then the 

undirected RPP may be formulated as follows: 

Minimize c,j (1+x,j) 
(|J)€R 

+ 
(t.j)€.4\R 

(2.51) 

subject to = 0 (mod 2) i  6 V  and i?-even (2.52) 

= 1 (mod 1) 2 e and i?-odd (2.53) 

ieS,j€5.i€S,j€S. 

> 1 S = UfcepT4,5= (uLiV,.)\5. 

P C [ 1  p }  (2.54) 

> 0 and integer ( i ^ j )  6 .4 (2.55) 

Sanchis [S 90] and by Corberan and Sanchis [CS 94] identify families of facets of 

the polytope of the convex hull of feasible solutions defined by (2.o2)-(2.55). They 

also showed that the facets derived by Conuejols, Fonlupt and Naddef [CFX 85] 
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for the graphical TSP are also facets for the undirected RPP. These facet inducing 

inequedities were incorporated into a branch and cut algorithm that solved twenty-

three out of twenty four problems to optimality with 9 < |l^| < 84,13 < |.4| < 

184,4 < |i2| < 78,2 <p < 8. 

Directed rural postman problem 

The directed RPP is defined on a graph G = (K.4) consisting entirely of directed 

arcs. As before let Gi Gp be a set of connected components with respect to a 

partition of the vertex set V .  Christofides et al. [CCCM 86] proposed the follow

ing heuristic that performed well in computational experiments (on twenty three 

problems worst deviation was 5 percent of the optimal value). 

1. Solve a shortest spanning arborescence rooted at an arbitrary vertex and con

necting G\ Gp. Let G be the resulting graph. 

2. Derive an Eulerian graph from G  by adding arcs in a least cost manner so that 

the number of incoming arcs equal the number of outgoing arcs. 

3. Determine an Eulerian cycle on the resulting graph. 

The same procedure may be repeated with all vertices of the graph as the root of 

the shortest spanning arborescence and the lowest cost one may be chosen. In the 

same paper they suggested a mathematical formulation of the problem described 

below. Xtj is as defined in case of the undirected RPP. Additionally define: 

otherwise 

i f ( ^ i )  G - 4 \ i ?  

otherwise 
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The formulation for the directed RPP is: 

Minimize ^ c,j(l + x.y) + ^ CijXij 
( i j ) e R  ( i J ) e A \ R  

(2.56) 

subject to: 

^3 "i" 
j , { i , j ) e t l  j , [ i , j ) eA\R  

- 53 {l + Xjibji- =0 (2-57) 
j,(j,i)efi j.0'.')€'4\R 

> 1  ( 5  =  U f c e p V ^ f c . 5 = ( u L i V ; ) \ 5 .  
i'€5.j65 

P C { 1  />},FC5) (2.58) 

Xij > 0 and integer { i . j )  6 .4 (2.59) 

Constraints (2.57) stipulate that the in-degree of every vertex equals its out-degree, 

while constraiints (2.58) insure that the spanning arborescence rooted at the compo

nent induced by V, links all the components Gi...., Gp. The problem is solved using 

an equivalent algorithm to the one discussed for the undirected RPP by Christofides 

et al. Twenty three out of twenty four problems with 13 < \V\ < 80.24 < !.4| < 

180. 7 < |i?| < 74.2 < p < 8 were solved to optimality using this approach. 

2.2.4 Stacker crane problem 

A mixed version of the RPP called the stacker crane problem (SCP) is defined on 

a mixed graph G = {V, A \J E), where A is the set of directed arcs and E the set 

of undirected edges. The SCP reduces to a TSP when the costs c^j associated with 

every arc {i,j) € A is zero and thus is jVT'-hard. If the triangle inequality holds. 

Fredrickson, Hecht and Kim [FHK 78] present two heuristics called LARGEARCS 

and SMALLARCS, each with a time complexity 0(mai{lV'j^, |,4|^}) for the SCP. 
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The first performs better when the total costs of the arcs is large when compared 

to the cost of an optimum tour and vice versa. If 1{T) is the length of a tour 

produced by the heuristic and 1{A) the total length of the arcs, they showed that 

LARGE ARCS produced a tour such that 

1 { T )  <  3^- - /(.4) 

and the heuristic SMALLARCS produced a tour such that 

l [ T ) < \ / 2 [ Z z - - l { A ) )  

where 2' is the length of an optimal tour. This bound can be improved by applying 

both the heuristics and taking the best solution, in which case the bound is 

1 { T )  <  9 z 7 5  

The algorithm was also modified for the m-vehicle case with a worst-case perfor

mance ratio of 14/5— 1/m. Rosenkratz, Stearns and Lewis [RSL 77] and Lukka and 

Salimen [LS 87] proposed an arc insertion heuristic with time complexity 0(|.4|- log |.4|) 

and an arbitrarily bad worst-case performance. However, this heuristic performed 

well on randomly generated problems and was flexible enough to be extended for 

the m-vehicle with side constraints. 

2.2.5 Capacitated arc routing problems 

The Capacitated arc routing problem (termed CRPP in this study) was formulated 

b y  G o l d e n  a n d  W o n g  [ G W  8 1 ]  a n d  w a s  f o r m u l a t e d  f o r  a  d i r e c t e d  g r a p h  G  =  { V . A )  

with node-set V and arc-set .4. Belenguer and Benavent [BB 91] later formulated 

the problem for an undirected graph G = (V, E) with edge-set E. In both cases, 

associated with an arc (edge) {i,j) is a non-negative demand As in tho cnsc 
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of node-routing problems it is assumed that a fleet of v  vehicles of capacity Q  are 

based at a special node (the depot node) located at node 0. The CRPP consists 

of determining a minimima-cost traversal of the of the set required arcs R so that 

the total demand of all arcs serviced by any particular vehicle does not exceed 

its capacity Q. The Capacitated Chinese postman problem (CCPP) is a special 

case of the CRPP where R = -4. As most practical applications involve capacity 

restrictions, the CRPP is probably the most important problem in the area of arc-

routing. 

The a-approximation of a problem is to find a solution whose cost is (1 -t-

a) times the cost of the optimal solution. Golden and Wong have shown that if 

Cij satisfies the triangle inequality, the 0.5-approximate CCPP is jVP-complete by 

reducing the partition problem to a 0.5-approximate CCPP. Hence the CRPP is 

also A/'P-hard. If G is connected and Eulerian. the vehicle capacity is the same for 

all vehicles and all arcs have the same demand, then the CCPP can be solved in 

0(|l^|) time (Assad. Pearn £ind Golden [APG 87] and Busch [Bu 91]). Assad. Pearn 

and Golden showed that if G is a graph with all edges on cycles and with identical 

demands or that if G is a complete graph 'with demands such that d,j < Q/jV] 

when |V'| is odd and < QI{\V\ — 1) if IV'I is even, then the CCPP may be solved 

in polynomial time. If the vehicle capacities are not identical the problem can be 

solved in pseudo-polynomial time (Busch [Bu 91]). However, the CRPP defined on 

a connected and Eulerian graph but with non-identical demand is A/'T'-hard (Busch 

[Bu 91]). This is true even when G is a tree (Golden and Wong [GW 81]. Busch 

[Bu 91]. Labbe. Laporte and Mercure [LLM 91]). 

The integer linegir programming formulation for the CRPP was presented 

by Gol d e n  a n d  W o n g  [ G W  8 1 ] .  D e f i n e  a  b i n a r y  v a r i a b l e  X i j k  t o  b e  1  i f  v e h i c l e  k  

traverses arc (i, j) and 0 otherwise and a second binary variable y,jk to be 1 if vehicle 
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k services ?irc { i , j )  and 0 otherwise. Also define 

E { S )  =  :  i  €  S  and j Q V \ S o i j £ S  and i  G V  \  S ,  where S C V'} 

and £""'•(5) = E { S )  n € A  : d i j  > 0}. The formulation is as follows: 

Minimize 

Subject to 

k=i  { i . j )eA  

^ j i k  ~  ^ ̂ i j k  
{j.i)€.4 (iJ)€A 

m 

'^{Vijk + yjik) 
k=l  

^ i j k  

= 0 

(2.60) 

i £ V . k  =  l  m (2.61) 

0 if dij — 0. {i'j) € -4 
(2.62) 

{ i J ) € A  

X  €  C  

1 if d{j > 0. (2, j) G .4 

> Vijk (ij) E A. k = 1 1^2.63) 

k = 1 m (2.64) 

(2.65) 

^ i j k . V i j k  € {0.1}  i e V \  k  =  l  m  (2 .66)  

Constraints (2.61) is the flow conservation constraints in network flow formulations, 

constraints (2.62) insure that service arcs correspond to those with positive demand. 

The constraint set (2.63) makes sure that arcs serviced are also traversed by the 

same vehicle while (2.64) are the capacity constrsiints associated with each vehicle. 

(2.65) denote the sub-tour elimination constraints for the CRPP in symbolic form. 

A discussion on different sub-tour elimination constraints, is saved until the next 

chapter. The formulation for the undirected CRPP by Belenguer and Benavent 

[BE 91], is similar to the one above. However, the variables Xijk and x/ijk are defined 

only for i < j emd hence the constraints are modified to incorporate this difference. 

Belenguer [B 90] and Belenguer and Benavent studied the polytope of the convex 

hull of feasible solutions to the undirected CRPP and have derived several valid 

inequalities. Using a branch and cut algorithm they were able to solve two instances 

of the problem to optimality, where |l^| = 16. |.4| = 26 and |\ '| = 24. |.4| = 34. 
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Lower bounding procedures 

Another line of research for solving the CRPP involves deriving a good lower bound 

to the optimal solution of the problem, one such obvious bound is provided by the 

linear relaxation to the ILP. Lower bounds have been developed by Golden and 

Wong [GW 81], Assad, Pearn and Golden [APG 87], Win [W 87], Peam [P 89] and 

Benavent et al. [BCCM 92]. -All these bounds require the solution of a 1-matching 

problem on an undirected graph H derived from G. In the CRPP we have multiple 

postman tours (cycles through the depot node). A lower bound on the number of 

postman tours M can be determined m = dij/Q]. or by using the solution 

to a bin packing problem (see Labbe, Laporte and Mercure [LLM 91]). Define 

A = 
2 m  —  (5(0) if 5(0) is even 

2m — 5(0) — 1 if (5(0) is even 

where (5(0) is the degree of the depot node 0. Since there are multiple cycles through 

the depot, we may construct additional copies of the depot node by introducing A 

copies of artificial nodes {/,, A:,} where i  =  1 A, in place of the depot node. 

Construct a matching graph H  =  { U . B )  where U  =  K  U T  D  L ,  where T = {/ € 

V' S ( i ) o d d }  and K  =  { k i  k x } .  L  = {/i I x }  are sets of artificial vertices. The 

set B  is the set of arcs in the matching graph and is the shortest chain between its 

constituent nodes (see [APG 87]). 

The solution M '  to a 1-matching problem on the set of nodes i  =  

1 A. and the odd-degree nodes (r, : t € V'^.(5(«) odd} is the minimum-cost 

augmentation to the graph G  such that G  is symmetric. A valid lower bound on 

the length of the postman tours (see Golden and Wong [GW 81]) is: 

LBO = M'+ Y, 
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Assad, Pearn and Golden derived a similar bound for the CCPP 

z ' I L B ^ < \ \ A \ [ a - ' \ - \  

where q is the lowest value satisfying < aQ. This bound is tight. In the same 

paper they introduce the node scanning lower hound (LBl) for the CCPP. Let dij 

denote the shortest chain between nodes i and j. and let 5{i) be the degree of node 

i .  

1. Re-label all vertices in non-increasing order of doi, where 0 is the depot node. 

2. Let I = min{Ar : ^ -^1 where A is as defined before. 

3. Reset 5{l) := X - E'iZlHi) 

Then 

L B 1 =  Y .  C i ,  +  j 2 d o i S { i )  
(ij)eft «=2 

is a valid lower bound for the undirected CCPP. When dij > Q/2, the value of LBl 

equals the optimal solution to the CCPP. Peam [P 89] showed that the Golden and 

Wong bound LBO outperforms the node scanning bound LBl in most instances. 

However, the bound LBl was expected to perform well on sparse graphs. Here he 

proposes an new bound which combines the principles underlying LBO and LBl. 

Win showed that the worst case values of z'/LBO and z'/LBl are of order m (the 

number of postman tours). Benavent and Belenguer proposed a bound LB2 that 

is theoretically superior to the bound LBO and LBl for the CRPP. These bounds 

improve upon LBO by not only considering the number of vehicles to cover the whole 

graph but also the the number of vehicles required to cover certain subgraphs so 

that the bound may be tightened. Labbe et al. [LLM 91] adapt the bound for the 

case when G is a tree. 
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Heuristics algorithms 

Several heuristic algorithms have been suggested for the CRPP. Many of these algo

rithms are reviewed in detail in the next two chapters and the discussion is postponed 

until then. Computational comparisons of these heuristics axe difficult to make as 

some of them were designed with specific applications in mind. Post-optimization 

procedure may be applied to the feasible solution obtained by these heuristics. Most 

improvement heuristics are based on arc exchange (see Lin and Kernighan [LK 73]). 
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Chapter 3 

CRPP with time windows 

Consider a directed graph G = {\\ .4) with node-set V and arc-set .4. We are 

given a positive demand dg for each arc e in the set of required arcs i? C ,4. In 

arc routing problems we seek to find a set of optimal tours with respect to some 

objective so that the set of tours traverses a subset of required arcs i? C .4 of the 

graph G subject to a set of constraints imposed on the problem. A postman tour 

with respect to a vehicle v is a circuit in G which includes the depot and such that 

the cumulative demand of the required arcs in this circuit does not exceed some pre-

specified capacity denoted by Q^. The objective for the Capacitated Rural Postman 

Problem (CRPP) is to construct a set of postman tours for a given set of vehicles of 

total minimum distance which traverses all arcs in R. A more general version of the 

Capacitated rural postmein routing problem is the split deliveTy routing problem, 

where a delivery to a demand arc can be split between a number of vehicle routes. 

This split delivery generalization of the problem is clearly computationally hard and 

successful exact algorithms and heuristics have been designed to solve certain cases 

of the Split Delivery (node-routing) problem, see Dror and Trudeau [DT 89. DT 90]. 

Dror, Laporte and Trudeau [DLT 94]. 
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3.1 The Capacitated Rural Postman Problem 

We formulate the CRPP using the following variables and parameters: 

Cij = The length ("cost") of an arc (i.j) 6 .4, Cij > 0,V(j,j) 6 .4. 

dij = The daily demand along arc { i , j )  €  R .  

Qi- = The capacity of vehicle v. 

Xij = The number of times vehicle v  traverses the arc { i , j )  6 A  

yl'j = The fraction of the demand delivered along arc { i , j )  G R  by vehicle v .  

V  =  The number of vehicles in the fleet. 

Given below is a formulation of the split delivery CRPP (Also see Dror and Mullaseril 

[DM 96]): 

V 

Minimize ^ ^^.l) 
"=1 

subject to: ^ ^ =0 V 2 € .V. v  =  1 V .  (3.2) 
(fc.oe.A { i . k ) e A  

V 

=1 ^ ( i . j ) e R  (3.3) 
U=1 

Z d , j y ^ j  < Q .  i' = l v. (3.4) 
( • . j ) € R  

> y'j (^J) e /?, f = 1 v. (3.5) 

Z E >0 V S C R , d ^ V [ S l  
.^v[s],j€v[s] j.kevis] 

v  =  l  V (3.6) 

6 V (z,j) G .4. r = 1 (3.7) 

< 1  ^ { i , j ) e R . v  =  \  V .  ( 3 . 8 )  

where M is a large constant no smeiller than the total distance of 8iny circuit that 

includes all arcs in /?, and V''[S] is the set of nodes incident to at least one arc in 

S. In this formulation we assume each vehicle makes only one trip. In reality, the 
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index v will denote a trip and trips not overlapping in time could be assigned to the 

same vehicle. 

The objective function represents the total distance traveled by all the ve

hicles The constraint set (3.2) are the common "flow conservation" constraints for 

network-flow* formulations. The set (3.3) require that at least one traversal is made 

of each of the arcs in R. The third set (3.4) are the capacity constraints for the 

vehicles. The next set of constraints (3.5) require that a vehicle v traverses arc 

{i,j) € R, if on that trip it delivers any portion of the demand for this arc. The 

set of constraints (3.6) are subtour-elimination constraints which insure that each 

trip includes the depot node d. Note that eltcs can be traversed more than once. If 

instead of constraint set (3.8), we impose the condition that variable yfj is a binary-

integer variable, we have the classical CRPP. Since the problem we study is directed, 

this formulation of the CRPP has different constraints than the one in Golden and 

Wong [GW 81], 

3.1.1 Sub-tour elimination constraints for the CRPP 

In Golden and Wong [GW 81] there are two versions of the sub-tour elimination 

constraints for the CRPP. The first version consists of the set of constraints: 

Z  <  i s i  - 1  +  (3.9) 
IJ €5 

>  i - ' - '  (3 .10)  
• 65 jiS 

uf + U-f < 1 (3 .11)  

6 {0.1} 3 .12)  

V S C V ' \ { 0 } .  S ^ o .  i -  =  l  V  
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In the graph alongside all arcs are of equal length. 

Node 1 is the depot node 

Ail arcs in the graph are required arcs 

The optimal RPP tour is: 1-2-4-1-3-4-1 

2 3 

Figure 3.1: Example of arc traversal more than once. 

The interpretation of the uf, is as follows: w^. = 0 if and only if the vehicle 

V enters the subset 5. If w^. = 0 for a subset S, then the corresponding value of 

the u^. variable can be 1, thus allowing dead-heading inside the subset S. In the 

CRPP Xjjt, cannot be restricted to binary values, since a vehicle v might be required 

to traverse an arc {i.j) more than once, as illustrated in Figure (3.1). Assume all 

arcs are required. If the capacity of the vehicle exceeds the sum of the demands on 

the arcs, in any postman tour, the arc (4,1) must be traversed over and over again. 

The second version of sub-tour elimination in Golden and Wong [GW 81] is of the 

following form: 

E/i-EA". iS-V\{0}.V.- (3.13) 
k k 

fij <|A-|2x^^ V(i,j)€.4.Vr (3.14) 

f'j >0 V(^.;)€.4,Vr (3.15) 

Essentially the fij^ are flow variables and every node is assigned to an external 

demand equeil to the number of required arcs incident to it. Since the depot node 

is the only source, flow must emanate from it and the variable cannot be zero if 

t h e r e  i s  f l o w  o n  a r c  ( i . j ) .  

An Optimal RPP tour 
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In case of the RPP, the sub-tour elimination constraints take a much simpler 

form. The restriction that x,j be an integer (not just binary) still applies. 

VSC V\ {0}, S#(Z). SnV^[/2]#o (3.16) 
i e S j i s  

where V [ R ]  denotes the subset of nodes incident to arcs in R .  These constraints 

ensure that a postman tour cannot be enitrely contained in a subgraph induced by 

the required arcs. 

Both the second version of Golden and Wong [GW 81] and our version of sub-

tour elimination constraints fail to eliminate sub-tours on a subset of nodes which 

are not incident to the required arcs. However, if the arc costs are non-negative, 

the objective function will insure that such sub-tours do not occur in the optimal 

solution. 

3.1.2 Time window constraints for arc routing 

In this sub section we examine time window constraints for the CRPP and point 

out the difficulty in incorporating time windows into the CRPP such as the one 

formulated in the previous section (this discussion is similar to the one found in 

Dror and Mullaseril [DM 96]). Associate with each arc e £ R a. time window [ag. 6^] 

within which delivery must be completed, and a positive duration for the delivery 

traversal of arc e. With each arc in R, we associate a delivery starting time and 

completion time, which indicates the times when the vehicle is at the tail of the arc 

at the beginning of the service and at the head of the arc at the completion of the 

service. 

In a node-routing problem with time windows, the original network can be 

augmented by adding an arc with its arc-length equal to the 'shortest path" 
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distance, whenever there is a path from i  to j  in the original network. With this 

augmented network, we can then make the assumption that a node is visited no more 

than once, and the time window restrictions can be modeled by the constraints 

^ijv{Tiv + Uj — Tjy) < 0 6 .4, Vu (3.17) 

a,<Tiy <bi VieVyv (3.18) 

where represents the time when vehicle v  arrives at node i  (see Desrosiers. 

Dumas, Solomon and Soumis [DDSS 95]). Constraints (3.17) and (3.18) link the 

time of arrival of trip v at two adjacent nodes i and j on that trip. In other words 

the net effect of the constraint set (3.17)-(3.18) is to assign to the sequence of nodes 

serviced by trip v, a non-decreasing set of arrival times Tw to those nodes. In node-

routing problems since a node is visited at most once by a trip, these times are 

unique. Any adjacent pair of time variables arranged in the order of traversal by 

a trip, denotes the start and finish times of traversing the arc spanning the pair of 

nodes represented by the pair of time variables. 

It may be noted that these variables simply denote the time a trip passes 

through a node and not the start of service at a node. In node routing problems 

this is equivalent since a a trip passes through a node once, however, we may note 

that this is not true in case of arc-routing problem. In a postman tour each arc 

e e i? is serviced exactly once but can be traversed an additional number of times 

in a "dead-heading" mode if so required by the minimum disteince objective. Figure 

3.1 is an example illustrating this point. Thus a trip may pass through a given 

pair of nodes more than once in that route and consequently such nodes would have 

more than one time corresponding to the start of traversal of an arc from that node. 

Hence we cannot associate a unique starting and completion time for an arc e G .4 

. Thus, we cannot model time-windows in an arc-routing problem using constraints 

analogous to the ones above. 
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One approach for incorporating the time window constraints into the CRPP 

is by transforming the original arc-routing problem into a node-routing problem by 

the method presented in Peam et al. [PAG 87]. This transformation triples the 

number of nodes in the corresponding graph. Each arc e 6 i? is substituted by three 

nodes each with one third of the sires' demand, with the same time-window [ae.^e] 

set for each of the three nodes. Solving this much larger node-routing problem 

would give a solution to the corresponding arc-routing problem. However, there is 

no simple reverse trajisformation back to the original arc-routing formulation; the 

unique starting time for the node-routing problem generates multiple "first-visit' 

times for the same node in the arc-routing problem. Thus, somewhat surprisingly, 

this transformation for routing problems with time windows is one-directional. 

3.2 An alternative formulation for the CRPPTW 

In this section we shall discuss an alternative mathematical formulation that cir

cumvents the problems associated with modeling time window constraints discussed 

in the previous section. Associate with each arc e E R Q A a. time T^' denoting the 

starting time of discharge of feed by vehicle v and an interval [oe-be] during which 

we can start the delivery. Since a particular vehicle delivers feed to an arc only once 

during a trip, there is only one time per arc per trip. This variable is associated with 

each required arc and it reflects the start of delivery at the arc and not the start of 

traversal of the axe. We may also view the time as the time associated with the 

tail node of arc e. but with one difference, it also specifies the arc emanating from 

this node for which this time applies. 

The formulation rests on the fact that in any optimal solution to the CRPP 

with time windows, trips will traverse the shortest path from the head node of an arc 
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From Depot #1 #2 #3 #4 To Depot 

x'»[0.1]=l x*[1.2]=l x*[2.3]=I x*[3.4]=l x»[4.0]=l 

All Other variables for trip * will be zero 

Figure 3.2: Values of the decision variable for trip . 

where a delivery has been made to the tail node of the arc where the next delivery 

is made. Let /[e''e^], where € A be the length of the shortest path starting 

from the head node of arc e'' to the teiil node of eirc e^. This length is zero if the 

two arcs are adjacent. As mentioned before, /g is the length of an arc e € .4. Let 

So be the "dead-heading" speed of a vehicle and Sl be its discharge speed, where 

both Sd and Sl are independent of the arcs (i.e. constants). We can then calculate 

the time taken between start of delivery at arc and the earliest start of delivery 

at arc as: 

t[e''e'] = L>,/SL+l[e'e']/SD 

The decision variables for the problem are: 

1 if we make a delivery to after delivering to 

in trip V for ^  R  

0 otherwise 

In this notation we aissume that the operator [• •] applies to two arcs, where the 

start node is the head node of the first arc and the finish node is the tail node of 

the second arc. Thus the operator [• •] denotes the "dead-heading" between two 

delivery arcs. Similarly. l[e^e''] denotes the "dead-heading" distance, while 

denotes whether trip v directly travels from arc to e''. 

Consider the trip shown in figure 3.2. The value of the variable i[e^e^] 

corresponding to this trip are shown alongside: Let be the quantity of feed 
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(demand) to be delivered to each arc e € /?. Associated with each arc e 6 /? is 

another \'ariable which is the fraction of the demand delivered by trip i- to 

arc e. There aire a totEd of |i?p variables (|i?P — |i?| x"[e''e'^]-variables and |i?| y^-

variables). It may be noted that we do not seek to find out how majiy times arcs 

of the graph G are traversed by a trip r, but to determine the sequence in which 

a subset of the required arcs are traversed by a trip v. For the purpose of this 

formulation, a depot is represented by is an arc of zero length and zero demand 

and is contained in the set of required arcs R. Prior to formulating the problem 

we determine the distance matrix [/[e'^e'^]] and a time matrix [f[e''e'^]]. Thus, we 

are working with a pre-processed complete graph. The split delivery version of the 

Capacitated Rural Postman Problem with time windows is formulated below: 

V 

Minimize ^ (3.19) 

subject to: 

^ x''[e''e^] — ^ i"[e^e''] =0 V e'" G /?. r = 1 V-(3.20) 
e'eR 

V 

Y,ye =1 ^eeR\e'^ (3.21) 

^' = 1 (3.22) 

53 x"[e''e''] > yl, 6 i?, r = 1 V (3.23) 
e*6R 

{T:K^t[e^e'']-T;,)x''[e^e''] <0 V {e\ e'^} G i?. i-= 1. ..1(3.24) 

a e <  1 7  < K  V  e  G  i ? .  r  =  1  V  ( 3 . 2 5 )  

G{0.1} V {e\ e'^} G/?. r = 1, ..1(3.26) 

0 <  < 1  V e G i ? .  i -  =  l  V  ( 3 . 2 7 )  

The objective function represents the total "dead-heading" distance traveled by all 

the vehicles plus the sum of the lengths of the required arcs. Note that arcs can be 

traversed more than once, since the distances l[e''e''] between any two arcs and 
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are the shortest path distances as explained above and the cumulative set of such 

paths may traverse an arc e-> more that once. The constraint set (3.20) are the "flow 

conservation" constraints for network-flow formulations. The set (3.21) require that 

at least one traversal is made of each of the arcs in R. The third set (3.22) are 

the capacity constraints for the vehicles. The next set of constraints (3.23) require 

that any vehicle v traverse the arc e 6 /? if it delivers a non-zero fraction of the 

demand to this arc. The constraints (3.24) and (3.25) are time window constraints 

on the delivery made to each arc. These constraints also prevent cycles in subsequent 

solutions. If instead of constraint set (3.27) we impose the condition that variable 

jjg is a binary integer variable, we have the classical CRPPTW. 

The non-linear constraints (3.24) may be linearized by replacing them with 

the following constraints: 

r;. + t[e''e''] - < M(1 - ĵ -[e''ê ]) V e'' 6 i?, € i? \ {e''} i- = 1 V. (3.28) 

where M  is a large constant no smaller than the total distance of any circuit that 

includes all arcs in R (see Desrosiers et al. [DDSS 95] for a complete discussion on 

such linearization of non-linear time window constraints). 

3.2.1 Transforming a CRPPTW to an equivalent VRPTW 

Given any instance of a CRPPTW, we can formulate an equivalent VRPTW by 

performing a graph transformation as shown below. Construct a complete graph 

G' = (-V. .4') whose node-set X' consists of nodes corresponding to each of the edges 

e ^ R C G. Let the length of an arc {i,j) € .4' be the shortest path distance between 

the head node of arc e' and the tail node of arc , where {e'.e^} € RCG. e'. e-' being 

the edges corresponding to nodes i and j. The demand and time window associated 

with any node n E -V will be the same as its corresponding arc e £ R. Also 
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associated with each node n  6 N '  is a cost which is the length of the corresponding 

arc e € i?. This cost will not be used in the formulation, but is required to calculate 

tij, the time required by any trip to travel from node i to node j: Uj = CiJSi+Cij!Sq, 

where c, is the cost associated with each node and Cij is the length of arc (ij). Thus 

the new graph G' has |/?| nodes and |i?|^ — \R\ arcs. 

A valid formulation for the VRPTW (based on the one discussed in Desrosiers 

et al. [DDSS 95] Eind Dror and Trudeau [DT 90]) is given below. The additional 

parameters and variables for this formulation are: 

i,j=The non-negative duration of a trip from node i  to node j .  

d i  =The daily demand at node i .  

x"j=l if the vehicle v travels along arc and 

xjj=0 otherwise. 

y,'''=The fraction of the demand delivered at node i  by the vehicle v. 

r,'=The starting time of delivery' to node i  by trip v. 

S  =The set of simple cycles on the set .V which include the depot node. 

If the objective is to minimize the total distance traveled by all trips, the VRPTW 

can be represented by the following mathematical formulation: 

V 

Minimize E 
' i;=l 

(3.29) 

subject to: 
{k . i ]eA '  (|-.fc)6.4' 

V 

f=l 

= 0 V I  6 .v. f = 1 V. (3.30) 
(|-.fc)6.4' 

V 

f=l 
= 1 V i  e -V (3.31) 

E ''iy° 
I€A*' 

< Qv r = 1 v. (3.32) 

yl' - E < 0 1 e r = 1 v. (3.33) 

< 0 V ( i j )  e  .4'. f = 1. . . ,  V3.34) 
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a , <  1 7  < b i  Vie -V, v = l V. (3.35) 

€ {0,1} V { i j )  € -4', f = 1 Vp.36) 

0 < y." <1 V ( i J )  e .4', f = 1 v;3.37) 

This fonnulation is exactly the same as the formulation for the CRPPTW discussed 

in this section and an optimal solution to this problem will give us an optimal solu

tion to the CRPPTW and vice versa. We have thus proved the following proposition: 

Proposition 3.1 If the objective is to minimize the total distance traveled by all 

routes, the VRPTW and the CRPPTW are equivalent, i.e. any optimal solution 

to the VRPTW on graph G'={N',A') is an optimal solution to the CRPPTW on 

G=(N.A) and that any optimal solution to the CRPPTW on graph G=(N.A) is an 

optimal solution to the VRPTW on graph G'=(N\A'). 

Observe that in the transformed graph G'. we have li?| nodes as compared 

to 3n + 1 nodes in the transformation suggested by Peam et al. [PAG 87]. We also 

note that this transformation is bi-directional unlike the transformation in Peam et 

al. The state-of-the-art VRPTW algorithms can solve about 100 node problems. 

Hence by just executing this transformation, we may now solve optimally CRPPTW 

problems without split deliveries of 100 required arcs using the techniques developed 

by Desrosiers et al. [DDSS 95]. This is a significant improvement in the ability to 

solve arc routing problems to optimality. The methodology for solving split delivery-

problems will be presented in the next section. 

3.3 Heuristic procedures for trip construction 

Associated with each Eire of the feed-yard problem is a time window (feeding time) 

for its traversal. The ranch where data for this study was obtained had on an av
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erage five different types of feed to be distributed daily. Since each truck can cany-

only a particular type of feed, we may view the feed distribution as separate CRPP's 

with time windows and split deliveries, one for each feed type. The ranch had on 

an average about 500 required arcs for ranging from 16 for the most specialized 

f e e d  t o  3 4 8  d e m a n d  a r c s  t h e  m o s t  p o p u l a r  f e e d  t y p e .  S i n c e  t h e  C R P P  i s  a n  M V -

hard problem in the strong sense, hence the more general case with time windows 

is j'V'P-hard. Therefore, we adopted a heuristic approach of several simple proce

dures to construct feasible (but hopefully near optimal non-split) solutions quickly. 

Some of these heuristics are modifications/extensions of those mentioned in Golden. 

DeArmon and Baker [GDB 83]. 

3.3.1 Path scanning heuristics for the CRPP 

A path scanning heuristic for the CRPP constructs one feasible trip at a time, 

starting from the depot and adding required arcs one at a time. The arcs to be 

included are selected on several criteria, some of which are enumerated below; 

1. minimizing the distance c,j per unit demand 

2. maximizing the distance c,j per unit demand rf,j , 

3. minimizing the distance from a tail node j of the arc back to the depot. 

4. maximizing the distance from a tail node j of the arc back to the depot. 

5. maximizing the distajice from a tail node j of the arc back to the depot if the 

vehicle is less than half full; minimizing the distance otherwise. 

The rationale in criteria 1 and 2 to look at the cost/demand ratio, stems from the 

fact that this ratio represents the payoff for servicing that arc. In 1 we minimize 
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this ratio at each step looking for Izirge and quick payoffs, whereas in 2, we seek to 

incur large expenses early on and get these arcs out of the way. In the next set of 

criteria, we eire looking to control the way in which trips fan out from the depot 

node. In criterion 3. trips formed fan out in a circular fashion staying close to the 

depot, while later trips are longer, traversing arcs farther away from the depot. In 

criterion 4, the reverse of the process in criteria 3 occurs. Criterion 5, represents a 

hybrid of 3 and 4, where trips fan out radially from the depot, initially using arcs 

farther away from the depot and eventually seeking arcs close to the depot. 

3.3.2 Extended path scanning heuristic for the CRPPTW 

In order to generate feasible trips for the feed-yard problem, we have extended the 

path-scanning heuristic to generate trips that are feasible with respect to the time 

window imposed on the deliveries made to the pens (arcs) as follows; 

Step 1. Initialize trip index f = 1. 

Step 2. Determine arc ( i , j )  E  R  which requires service (traversal) at the earliest 

time. If a tie exists, choose the one closest to the depot. Compute the shortest 

path from the depot to node i, the tail node of this arc. The start time for 

a trip Tv is computed assuming that the traversal of this arc stcirts at the 

beginning of the time-window for this arc. 

Step 3. Compute the shortest path from j to all other nodes. Determine the subset 

5 of arcs in R reachable from j within its time window constraints and whose 

demand does not exceed the spare capacity of the vehicle v. Select an arc 

(i'J') in S. as determined by some criteria (to be discussed later), as the next 

demand arc on the trip. Compute the start and finish times for this arc. 
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Step 4. Repeat step 3 with [ i ' . j ' )  as { i , j )  until the vehicle capacity is exhausted or 

there are no more arcs in R to be serviced. Compute the shortest path back 

to the depot and the finish time for trip T^. 

Step 5. Repeat steps 2-4 for u = f + 1: as long as there remain arcs in R un-

traversed. 

We call the addition of arc { i ' , j ' )  to the partial-constructed trip in step 3 an inser

tion, and the distance of insertion consists of the shortest path distance from node 

j to node i'. We also call the shortest path distance from node j' to the depot the 

return distance. Several rules for arc-selection were tested for the extended path 

scanning algorithm. They are: 

1. minimizing the distance of insertion and return per unit demand for arc ( i ' . j ' ) .  

2. minimizing the distance of insertion per unit demand for arc { i ' . j ' ) .  

3. minimizing the distance of insertion and return. 

4. minimizing the distance of return. 

5. majdmizing the distance from node j' back to the depot if the spare vehicle 

capacity is less than half: otherwise minimizing the distance. 

6. minimizing the distance of insertion. 

These rules are very similar to the one implemented by Golden et al [GDB 83] for 

the path-scanning heuristic. Our computational results for the CRPPTW indicate 

that Rules 2 and 6 perform well in the case of the feed-yard (See section 3.6). 
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In addition to the extended path scanning heuristics, we also tested an Augment 

Merge approach, introduced by Golden and Wong [GW 81] for the Capacitated 

cLTC-routing problem. In the Augment-Merge algorithm for the CRPP, Golden and 

Wong first determine a solution where all demand arcs are serviced by a separate 

cycle. Next, starting with the largest available cycle, check if a demand arc on a 

smaller cycle can be serviced on a larger cycle. This is called the Augment phase. 

In the Merge phase we evaluate the merging of any two cycles subject to capacity 

constraints and merge two cycles which yield the Icirgest savings. The merge step is 

repeated until finished. 

We first introduce some definitions that will be used both here and in the 

heuristics described in the next section. Let = {N{R) U {0},/?) = be 

the subgraph of G = (.V. .4) induced by the arc-set R and the depot node (node 0). 

w h e r e  =  { N { R k ) .  R k ) -  k  =  I , . . . .  K  a r e  t h e  c o n n e c t e d  c o m p o n e n t s  o f  G ^ .  

Definition 3.1 An entry node of Rk is a node I € ^'{Rk) such that there is a 

j  €  - V  \  N { R k )  w i t h  [j j ]  e  . 4  \  R k -

Definition 3.2 An exit node of Rk is a node I € such that there is a j G 

-V \ X { R k )  w i t h  { ( . j )  G .4 \ R k -

The concept of entry and exit nodes was introduced by Dror. Stem and Trudeau 

[DST 87], The Augment-Merge algorithm is modified here to take advantage of 

particular characteristics of the graph at the feed-yard. Moreover, since we have 

time window constraints on deliveries made to the arcs, we incorporate them into 

the algorithm as follows; 

Phase 1: Augment. 

Step 1. Initialize k := I. 
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Step 2. Determine the subset of nodes N that are entry nodes for Rk. 

Step 3. Start with an arc (z,j) £ Rk with i being an entry node that is closest 

from the depot node. If the arc {ij) is not yet serviced, start a new trip T .̂ 

\\'ith an appropriate start time so that the trip begins delivery to {i,j) at the 

beginning of its time window. The route from the depot to i is the shortest 

path from the depot to node i. 

Step 4. Let arc { i ' . f )  €  R  h e  adjacent to Determine if this arc can be 

serviced by trip Tv by checking vehicle capacity and time window restrictions. 

If so. add the arc to trip T^.. otherwise proceed to the next step. 

Step 5. Repeat step 3 and 4 vvith (?',/) as (z,j) until is not adjacent to 

any arc in Rk or the vehicle has reached its capacity. The return route is the 

shortest path from j to the depot node. Increment k. 

Step 6 Choose another entry node of R and repeat steps 1-5 until there are no 

more arcs in R with unserviced demand. 

Note that this version of the Augment-Merge is different than the one described 

in Golden and Wong [GW 81] since its initial routes are generated between pairs 

of entry and exit nodes and not one for each arc separately. Consequently, this 

implementation is much faster in the Augment phase. 

Phsise II: Merge 

Step 1. Set trip index v := 1. 

Step 2. For u 7^ r. evaluate if trip can be merged with trip T^. without violating 

capacity and timing constraints. If so. we compute the savings in distance by 

executing such a merger. Choose Tu that gives the highest savings, and merge 
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it with r„. Re-compute the start and finish times for the new trip and for each 

arc on the merged trip.. 

Step 3. Set r := v -I-1, and repeat steps 2-3. 

Step 4. Repeat steps 2 through 4 until no merging of trips is possible. 

3.4 Route-first cluster second heuristic 

In this section we describe a new heuristic approach to the CRPP based on the well-

established principle in Capacitated arc-routing of "route first and cluster-second" 

(see, for example Stern and Dror [SD 79]). This heuristic uses an exact solution pro

cedure for the Generalized Traveling Salesman Problem (GTSP) developed by Noon 

and Bean [NB 91, NB 92]. Note that in this section, the time i^indow constraints 

are ignored i.e. this heuristic is for the CRPP and not for the CRPPTW. 

3.4.1 Generalized TSP heuristic 

In a Generalized Traveling Salesman Problem, the nodes of the given graph H = 

[ S . L )  are partitioned into node-sets Sk, k  = 1 K .  There are no arcs within 

the same set Sjt in the partition. The objective is to find a minimum cost cycle 

which includes exactly one node from each node-set Sfc in the partition. Clearly, 

when each node-set in the partition contains exactly one node, the GTSP reduces 

to the classical TSP. In order to apply the GTSP for routing in the CRPP. we first 

calculate the following quantities. 

For each component = { N { R k ) ,  R k )  of the graph G ^ .  induced by R  and 

the depot node ,  and for each pair (s, t) of its entry and exit nodes, let /;.(5, t) denote 
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the distance of the minimum length traversal of all arcs in Rk, starting at entry node 

s and ending at exit node t. This traversal is done with respect to G = (.V. .4): that 

is arcs in A \ Rk can be used. The computation of an optimal traversal of R^, when 

required to start at a given entry node and end at a pre-specified exit node of that 

subgraph, is of order 0(|iV(i?*,)|^) time complexity. We also compute the shortest 

path distance relative to G = (A'. .4) from each exit node in Rk to each entry node 

in all other components i?/, I ^ k. 

The graph H = (S, L) for the GTSP is constructed as follows. For k = 

1,..., A' the set Sk consists of nodes in one-to-one correspondence with the set of 

pairs of entry and exit nodes of Rk- In other words, each node in Sk corresponds to 

an entry-exit node pair in Rk- Let node i 6 Sk correspond to (s.t) € Rk and node 

i' € 5^ correspond to (s'.t') € R'k- Then, the length of arc (2, i') € X is the sum of 

Ikis.t) and the shortest path distance from t to s' in the graph G. By construction, 

the depot node is not in the single depot node is a separate component of G^. 

Thus, every tour of the GTSP corresponds to a trip covering all the arcs of R. where 

the subsets Rk are traversed in the order indicated by the GTSP tour. The GTSP 

approach for the un-Capacitated RPP is described in Dror and Langevin [DL 94], 

A mathematical formulation of the GTSP is given in Noon and Bean [NB 91]. 

Given the optimal GTSP route, the clustering part of the heuristic is straight 

for\vard. Starting from the depot, follow^ the optimal GTSP route until the capacity 

of the vehicle is exceeded. Terminate the trip at the last node before exceeding 

the capacity Eind return to the depot. Start a new trip with the node following the 

termination point of the previous trip as the first node and continue until vehicle 

capacity is exceeded again. Repeat this routine until all arcs demands are met. An 

optimal solution of the corresponding GTSP represents the "route first" part, while 

trip generation is the "cluster second" part of this heuristic for the CRPP. Even 
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though the GTSP is A^'T'-hard in the strong sense, if the number of disconnected 

graph components for this problem is relatively small (not exceeding 30). the 

solution methodology described in Noon and Bean [NB 91] solves such problems 

optimally in reasonable time. 

3.5 Route improvement heuristics 

Any feasible solution for the CRPP can serve as input for a number of simple 

improvement procedures. One such procedure, based on the concept of arc-swapping 

between different routes - generalizing the classical 2-Opt Heuristic for the TSP by 

Lin and Kernighan [LK 73] is described for the VRP in Dror eind Levy [DL 86]. 

This arc-swapping improvement procedure is adapted here for the CRPPTW and is 

run on all feasible CRPPTW solutions obtained using any of the route construction 

heuristics described above. 

3.6 Computational results for the CRPPTW 

We tested our heuristics using data from the feed-yard that operates in .Arizona. 

Solutions were obtained for seven problems, which are representative of the daily 

feed requirements for various feed mixes. These problems ranged in sizes from 227 

nodes and 294 arcs to 581 nodes and 770 arcs, and the number of demand arcs ranged 

from 16 to 348. Table (3.2) also reports the size of the auxiliary' graph H = (S.I) 

generated by the GTSP heuristic. Computational results from the literature usually 

report on problems of smaller size than these. Our computational results were done 

on a DEC Alpha 2100 4/275 running at 321.4 M-flops. The total distances traveled 
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and the computational times (CPU seconds) are reported in Tables (3.1) and (3.2). 

Overall, the heuristics perform well. The solution Veilues show a large variance 

among the path-scanning heuristics; the results indicate that Path Scan 6 is the most 

effective. On the other hand, the solutions to the Augment-Merge heuristics are of 

lower cost in 6 out of 7 problems. On examining the quality of the solutions, we 

discovered that one reason for the good performance of the Augment-Merge heuristic 

is that it tends to include in the same trip, those subsets of R that form a path in 

G. Capacity restrictions often force the path-scanning heuristics to terminate a trip 

in the middle of such paths. It is interesting to note that the arc-swapping heuristic 

does not find improvements for the Augment-Merge solutions. 

The GTSP heuristic generally provides the lowest cost solution. However, 

note that the timing constraints (but not capacity constraints) are ignored in this 

heuristic and hence the routes generated may not be feasible. On the other hand, 

since the "cluster" step of the GTSP heuristic is not guaranteed to be optimal, 

the GTSP solution is not necessarily optimal for the CRPP. Thus its cannot be 

construed as a lower bound to the arc routing problem with time windows that is 

modeled in this study (See solution values for problems 400 and 500). In addition the 

GTSP code used [NB 91] did not solve problems where the number of components 

was greater than 30. Thus, for feed 100 (graphs lOOA, lOOB, and 100) we did not 

obtain the corresponding GTSP solutions. 

To better evaluate the quality of the heuristics, we compare their results to 

the current routing plan used by the company that motivated this study. This feed-

yard is a well run and successful operation and we expected that their current plan, 

while developed intuitively would be near optimal. A straightforward comparison 

was somewhat difficult due to the following three reasons: 



Problem 400 700 800 500 lOOA lOOB 100 

# nodes 581 581 581 581 354 227 581 

# axes 770 770 770 770 473 294 770 

# demand arcs 16 44 45 55 198 150 348 

Path Scan 1 

no swap 74800 180530 131040 172735 558541 252149 951538 

with swap 74800 166232 131040 172735 541878 236858 913168 

Path Scan 2 

no swap 74410 108217 101207 147430 415712 159332 577782 

with swap 74410 108217 101207 147430 415712 159332 577782 

Path Scan 3 

no swap 71941 66954 110263 128932 457475 172524 629712 

with swap 71941 66954 104656 128932 457475 172524 629712 

Path Scan 4 

no swap 77818 171217 191337 147381 752834 353963 1343524 

with swap 77818 154239 168960 140081 664708 312546 1187265 

Path Scein 5 

no swap 91259 165921 147051 181226 545560 279624 941425 

with swap 82516 146077 127682 181226 523775 260393 844836 

Path Scein 6 

no swap 60285 51504 110263 117948 389438 118122 451829 

with swap 60285 51504 104656 117948 389438 118122 441829 

Augment- Merge 

no swap 56016 76350 80480 93379 327900 104774 405963 

with swap 56016 76350 80480 93379 327900 104774 405963 

GTSP 

no swap 63103 62076 77256 90072 - - -

with swap 63103 62076 77256 90072 - - -

Table 3.1: Total distances traveled 



Problem 400 700 800 500 lOOA lOOB 100 

Path Scan 1 

no swap 1.53 2.80 2.67 2.95 6.03 2.60 17.18 

with swap 96.80 100.25 98.24 145.01 72.14 43.94 138.52 

Path Scan 2 

no swap 1.53 2.70 2.70 3.15 5.97 2.62 17.26 

with swap S6.71 98.43 98.97 97.91 73.18 43.46 137.72 

Path Scan 3 

no swap 1.49 2.74 2.82 2.80 6.22 2.56 16.89 

with swap 97.10 154.53 99.67 98.49 73.29 43.62 109.94 

Path Scan 4 

no swap 1.15 1.83 1.73 1.99 3.74 1.67 10.32 

with swap 97.18 139.00 97.72 97.97 70.35 42.84 101.21 

Path Scan 5 

no swap 1.59 2.71 2.70 2.84 6.31 2.58 17.41 

with swap 96.85 98.13 99.08 98.61 74.22 43.48 108.37 

Path Scan 6 

no swap 1.53 2.84 2.66 2.86 5.95 2.65 16.91 

with swap 97.01 141.09 98.48 98.93 72.24 43.66 108.05 

Augment- Merge 

no swap 98.20 106.75 98.23 98.15 69.78 42.97 98.16 

with swap 98.21 108.02 99.25 126.25 71.31 42.28 104.01 

GTSP 

graph construction 97.45 96.70 97.50 97.45 70.32 42.96 -

solving GTSP 0.12 0.07 5.77 0.18 - - -

components 9 10 20 10 40 32 -

nodes in -ff = (5. L) 36 40 80 40 160 128 -

arcs in i? = (5, L) 1152 1440 6080 1440 24960 15872 -

Table 3.2: Computational time in CPU seconds 
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1. the current routing plaji includes slick feeding where a part of the daily require

ments are delivered early in the day to some pens which are empty in the 

beginning of the day. 

2. the current plan allows the delivery to a pen to be split among several trips. 

which is not allowed by our heuristics. 

3. one of the vehicles currently used has a higher capacity than the others (30.000 

lbs. vs. 25,0000 lbs.). 

Since our heuristics assume no slick feeding is needed, the distances could be much 

lower than the current routing plan. To make a more even comparison, we re-ran 

the heuristics assuming that the slick feed for a pen is a required feed queintity with 

a time window early in the day. Thus, the pens with slick feeding are assumed to 

require two feeds that day ^^ith different specified quantities. On the other hand, 

we decided not to allow split deliveries or a large sized vehicle in the heuristics, even 

though it might make them compare unfavorably with the current routing plan. 

Table 3.3 shows the comparison between the current routing plan and the 

solution using the 'best" non-split heuristic as indicated in Table 3.1 (not consid

ering the GTSP heuristic). The solutions generated by the arc routing procedures 

presented in this chapter are significantly better than the feed-yard distribution 

solutions. 

3.7 Summary 

In this section we presented a framework to model the split deliver}' CRPP. Further 

we pointed out the difficult}* in modeling time windows in arc-routing problems. 
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Problem Heuristic Heuristic # Trips Current # Trips 

Used Distance Distance 

100 Augment-Merge 429488 48 511864 48 

400 Augment-Merge 56624 6 83361 5 

500 Path Scan 6 47207 3 76247 3 

700 Augment-Merge 109076 7 110895 7 

800 Augment-Merge 93379 5 118614 i 

Table 3.3: Comparison between heuristics and current routing plans 

Next, we presented a new formulation for modeling such time windows in arc-routing 

problems. The equivalence between formulations for node-routing and arc-routing 

problems with split delivery and time windows was shovm. We also presented fast 

heuristics for the CRPPTW. From table 3.3 we see that the Augment-Merge and 

the Path-Scan heuristics performed best under the given conditions. 
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Chapter 4 

Split-delivery in arc routing 

In the previous chapter we had investigated the implications of time window con

straints in the basic CRPP model. We shall discuss a framework for obtaining fast 

solutions using heuristic algorithms for the split delivery version of the CRPPTW. 

The main work in the area of split delivery routing was done by Dror and Trudeau 

in [DT 89, DT 90, DLT 94], where they have studied several properties of split de

livery problem in the context of node routing. We shall discuss those properties 

and extend the same, where applicable to the instance of arc routing. We shall also 

modify/extend heuristic algorithms to incorporate time i^indow constraints on the 

deliver}' schedule. 

4.1 Solutions for SDARP with time windows 

The solution strategy we adopt for solving the split deliver^' problem for arc routing 

with time windows is an adaptation of the heuristics proposed for the split delivery 

for node routing problems, explored in Dror and Trudeau [DT 89, DT 90]. As in 
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that paper, we first generate feasible solutions for the corresponding routing problem 

where split deliveries are not allowed, and then apply heuristics to generate and 

improve split-deliverv' solutions. 

Hence, we first run a heuristic algorithm for arc routing (CRPP) \\nth time 

windows on the input graph G{V,A) for each set of required arcs i?, € A, for 

i = 1,..., K. where K is the number of types of feed. The output from this step is a 

set of routes which are time feasible with respect to the arcs in i?,. (f = 1,.... A'), but 

where no demand is split between routes. These initial routes are then evaluated for 

split delivery and route consolidation by various improvement procedures discussed 

below. Our overall solution approach include four modules: 

1. generating a non-split feasible solution. 

2. improving the solution by arc interchange, 

3. generating split-deliver}' routes by k-split generation and 

4. modifying the solution by route addition. 

These four modules will be discussed in more detail in the next four subsections. 

Each application of these modules attempts to lower the total distance of all routes. 

We iteratively repeat the last two modules until both modules cannot improve the 

current solution any more. 

4.1.1 Generating a feasible solution 

Two heuristics axe used to generate a set of feasible routes — the extended path-scan 

heuristic and the modified augment-merge heuristic are described in the previous 

chapter. However, we may use any algorithm that gives us feasible solutions to 
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the CRPPTW, since such solutions wdll also be feasible for the SDARP u-ith time 

windows. In case of dense graphs the construct and strike approach by Christofides 

[C 73], which is a modification of an optimal algorithm for the Chinese postman 

problem (CPP) can be used. The approach needs to be extended to incorporate the 

time ^n-indow constraints before we use it. 

4.1.2 Properties of optimal SDVRP and SDARP solutions 

Dror and Trudeau showed that when the triangular inequality. i..e. c,fc < Cij + 

G N holds, in an optimal solution to the SDVRP. two points whose 

demand is supplied by a number of trips do not have more than one node in common. 

Theorem 4.1 If the {c,j} matrix satisfies the triangular inequality, then no two 

trips in the optimal solution of the VRP can have more than one split demand node 

in common. 

Proof. We shall repeat the proof by Dror and Trudeau [DT 90] as we hope to 

understand the arc-routing case based on this. Suppose such a route exists, where 

two nodes p and q receive deliveries from two trips, say trip 1 and trip 2. Let Sip. Si, 

be the quantities delivered by trip 1 to nodes p and q and S2p, soq by trip 2. 

Now if we may reduce the four deliveries made to these node to three deliveries 

by choosing Smin = min{sip, Si,,S2p, 529}- which we may assume without loss of 

generalit}' to be sip. Now re-assign the deliveries to the nodes p.q as follows: 

next-
^19 S l q  "t" Sip 

ncu' SOq — Sip 

SOp + ^Ip 

^new 
^ip 0 
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The capacity restrictions are not violated and the total quantities delivered to nodes 

p, q remain the same. Now if the triangular inequality strictly holds, we observe that 

by eliminating one deliver^', the total distcince traverse (the objective function value) 

is lowered. Hence the proof. 

This concept is now generalized to cover k nodes where split deliveries are 

made. 

Definition 4.1 Given k demand nodes pi,po pk and k > 2 trips, where trip 1 

includes nodespi.po, trip 2 includesp^.pz, ...; trip k—l include nodespk-\,pk and 

trip k contains nodes Pk^Pi- The un-directed walk pi,p2<... ,Pk,P\ is said to form a 

k-split cycle. 

Lemma 4.1 If the cost matrix {cij} satisfies the triangular inequality strictly, then 

there is no k-split cycle in an optimal solution to the SDVRP. 

Proof The proof uses the same argument as in the proof for theorem (4.1) above. 

The implications of this theorem is important. What is established here is 

that when considering a node n for split delivery among a set of trips 1 k. we 

need only consider a subset of trips for which by introducing the node n does not 

produce a m-split cycle, where I < m < k. We also note that it never pays to split 

the demand delivered to a node n between the route it is currently on and other 

routes, because we cannot effect any savings in the total distance traversed in this 

way. This reduces the set of candidate routes for considering while evaluating a 

node for split delivery, leading to much faster computations. 

We observe that the concept introduced in lemma (4.1) can be extended to 

arc routing as well. However we observe that there is an exception. 

Definition 4.2 Given k demand arcs ej, 62 and k trips, where trip 1 includes 

arcs 61,62. trip 2 includes 62,63, trip k — l include arcs 6<._i.efc and trip k 

contains arcs ek, 61. The un-directed walk consisting of edges ex. 62., e^, ei and 
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••^Route 3 Note: No two trips share more than one common arc 

\ 

\ i' Atc#l i" Arc #3 

3-Split Cycle 

Route I 

Route 2 

Arc# 2 j" 

Figure 4.1: 3-SpIit Cycle. 

their associated nodes is said to form a k-split cycle. 

Refer to Figure (4.1) for an example of a 3-split cycle in case of arc-routing. The 

lemma (4.1) can also be extended to the arc routing case. However, we cannot 

show that by eliminating a delivery arc from a trip will necessarily result in savings 

in the total distance traversed. This is because an arc may be used for dead

heading as well, where no deliveries are made to the arc. Thus if the arc chosen for 

elimination is now used for dead-heading to the next arc on that trip, no savings 

may be made. However if the triangular inequality strictly holds, we can conclude 

that by rearranging the deliveries, we may obtain a solution which is as good as a 

/r-split delivery, with at least one less split delivery. 

Lemma 4.2 If the cost matrix {c,j} satisfies the triangular inequality strictly, then 

there exits an optimal solution to the SDARP that does not contain a k-split cycle. 

Proof. Let an optimal solution to the SDARP contain a Ar-split cycle. By rearrang

ing the delivery to the arcs by the technique similar to the one shown in the proof 

to theorem (4.1) we may reduce this cycle to at least z. k — 1-split cycle, depending 

on which of the arcs in the A:-split cycles has the lowest quantity delivered. This 

operation will not increase the toted distance traversed but will result in a solution 
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Visit other arcs Route I 
Route I 

O' Route 2 Route 2 
Visit other arcs 

Figure 4.2: 2-Split Cycle. 

which is as good eis the one prior to the operation. An example of this operation 

to a 2-split cycle is showTi in figure (4.2). Let Ske be the split delivery made to arc 

e by route k. Let e' denote arc {i'f) and e" denote arc We assume that 

de' < de". Re-assign the deliveries so that 

new 
°le" = Sie" + 

new 
i>2e" = Soe" — Sie' 

new 
S2e' = S2e' + Sle' 

new 
®le' = 0 

We observe that we have one less delivery on route 1 and hence if the triangular 

inequality holds this operation will not increase the total distance traversed by all the 

trips. This result may be generalized to the case of /c-split deliver}'. By recursively 

apply this technique or algorithm to the new solutions obtained, we will end up with 

a solution which is as good as that with a /r-split cycle but without Ar-split cycles. 

Hence the proof. 

Now the lemma (4.2) implies we when evaluating split delivery for node n. 

we need only consider a subset of trips for which by introducing the node n does 

not produce a m-split cycle, where I < m < k. This fact will once again save us 

considerable number of steps in computation of good split delivery solutions. 
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In this module, we check to see if the delivery made to an arc can be split across 

k other candidate routes in such a way that the highest savings is obtained. As a 

first step, we analyze a 2-split generation shown in Figure (4.3). Let arc {i.j) on 

route h be the arc that is being considered for splitting between two routes. Route 

1 and Route 2. Let nodes a and b be the head and tail nodes of the required arcs 

immediately prior to and after arc {i,j) on route h (see Figure 4.3). Let ii, ji be two 

consecutive nodes on Route 1 and i2, 72 consecutive nodes on Route 2. between 

which we would like to introduce split deliveries to {i.j). For the 2-split generation 

discussed above, the savings obtained by splitting the demand of arc (i.j) over two 

routes (Route 1 and Route 2) is given by: 

S A V 2 { i , j )  =  i C b i + C j a + C i j — C a b ) + { C i ^ j ^  — C i ^ i — C i j — C j j ^ )  +  { C , , J ^ — C , ^ i — C i j — C j J ^ )  

where Cut- represent the shortest-path distance from node u to v and Cuv represents 

the length of the arc {u. u). If SAV2{iJ) is positive, then an improved solution can 

be obtained by removing {i,j) from route h and inserting it into each of Route 1 

and Route 2. splitting its demand between the two. We can generalize to a ^--split 

generation for k > 3 candidate routes. Let it and jt be consecutive nodes, between 

which we would like to introduce arc {i,j), on a candidate route t. Then the savings 

obtained by this A:-split generation would be: 

k 
S A V k { i , j )  = {Cbi + Cja + Cij — Cab) + — Ct,i — C,j — Cjj,) (4.1) 

(=1 

Now for each candidate route t, we need to decide where to insert the delivery 

to the arc (i.j) in the sequence of required arcs that make up the route. We choose 

the position for insertion to be the one that gives us the highest savings in distance 

as shown in the summand in (4.1) above. The /:-split generation will be performed 
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Figure 4.3: 2-Split Interchange. 

only if S A V k { i , j )  is positive. This is done to ensure monotonic decrease in the 

objective function value and thereby ensuring that the heuristic will not cycle. The 

it-split generation is performed for all required arcs until we cannot find any more 

arcs that will give us positive savings. In our implementation, we check for A--split 

generation for all values of k up to the number of candidate routes generated. For 

the data we tested, usually less than ten routes are generated. 

A complicating factor in our problem is that we have time windows on the 

arcs to contend wdth. Given an arc (i.j) € R. we select as candidates for /:-split 

generation those routes whose possible time-spans cover the time window on arc 

(i.j). This candidate list is further pruned to those routes that can actually deliver 

to arc (i.j) within its prescribed time window. Note that we do not consider the 

route where the arc (i.j) is currently on as a candidate route, since we cannot effect 

any positive savings from inserting arc (i.j) if the triangle inequality holds. 

The splitting of the delivery to an arc ( i . j )  over the k  candidate routes 

may be made in many different ways if the spare capacity available in these routes 
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exceeds the given demand. In our implementation, if more than one division of 

the demand is possible, we choose to assign the demand to the routes according 

to non-decreasing spare capacity of the routes, fully utilizing the spare capacity of 

each candidate route until all the demand for the given arc is assigned to various 

candidate routes. By first utilizing candidate routes with smaller spare capacities, 

we hope to reduce the number of candidate routes as quickly as possible so that at 

a later time, we do not have as many candidates available for splitting. 

If the demand delivered to an arc { i , j )  £  R  i s  already split between a number 

of routes, we do not just take the partial delivery to {i,j) and split it further. Instead 

we remove the split arc (z, j) from all the routes that it is on. To e^valuate the effect 

of the split delivery in this case, the first term of SAVk in (4.1) is modified to be the 

sum of the change in distance that results by removing the split arc {i,j) from every 

route that it is currently on. Next, each combination of candidate routes whose total 

spare capacity exceeds the demand on arc {i,j) is evaluated for split delivery, and 

positions for insertion selected on these routes that result in the highest savings. If 

the modified savings for a set of k candidate routes is positive, the Ar-split generation 

is implemented. 

4.1.4 Route addition 

In this module, we investigate arcs whose demand is split among several routes, 

and consider if consolidating them into one new route will realize a net savings in 

distance traversed. As in the case of node-routing discussed in Dror and Trudeau 

[DT 90], we might be able to effect savings in the total routing cost by taking an arc 

which has split deliveries out of the various routes it is on and creating a separate 

route to maJce this deliver^'. We call this adjustment a /r-route addition. We note 
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Figure 4.4: Two Route Addition. 

that when constructing a new route, this 'consolidated" arc need not be the only 

required arc in the newly added route; we may add segments from the original routes 

£LS well. 

Let e E R he the arc where split deliveries are being made and for which 

route addition is being evaluated. Let 6, be a required arc immediately prior to arc 

e on route i, and a, be a required eirc subsequent to arc e on route i. as shown in 

Figure (4.4) A route is represented by a sequence of arcs starting and ending with the 

depot node. For example, a route 0 6i, e. 02 0 indicates that the route starts 

at node 0 (the depot node), traverses arcs 61.6,02 in that order, before returning 

to the depot node. We assume that the route takes the shortest path between two 

consecutive arcs separated by a comma in our notation. The two segments (0 b , )  

and (a, 0) are called prinrApal segments and consist of directed walks from and 

to the depot. We do not assume that these walks are shortest paths from node 0. 

When we have at least three required arcs in a route. Table 4.1 gives all the possible 

configurations for a 2-route addition (i.e. where an arc that is on two routes is 

consolidated and attached to a new route). 

_ _ Bouie 1. _ 

Bflutc.3 

_ _ Boute Z -



No. Routel Route2 NewRoute 

1 0 , . . .  . . 0  0 , . . . ,  6 2 , 0.2,. . , 0  0 . e , 0  

2 O . o i ,  . . . , 0  0 , . .  .  ,  6 2 ,  ̂ 2 ,  •  . . 0  0  6 i , e , 0  

3 0 , . . .  , 6 i . O  0 , . .  .  ,  6 2 ,  0 2 -  •  . , 0  0 , e , a i ,  0  

4 0 , . . .  . 6l, Qi, . . , 0  0, 02 ,0 0 , . . . .  b^. c .  0  

5 n ,  bi, o i , .  . . 0  0
 

to
 0
 

Q.e.ao 0 

6 0 , . . .  .61,0 0,02 0 0  bo. e ^ a i . . .  . . 0  

7 n .62.0 0. Oi 0 0  bi.e. 0 2 . . .  . . 0  

Table 4.1; Seven possible 2-Route Additions 

Route I 

To and 
depotaode 

—-o—--O'--

/ ' \ \ 

- - - - - - • 

New route ^ 

/ 

Route 2 b ^ / ! 

V/ 
/ To and from 

I depot node 
/ 

Route 2 ^ b / 

O-^-O:- /O—^-O • 

To and from 
depot node 

Possible arcs after 3*Route addition 

Required arcs in the graph 

Figure 4.5: Three Route Addition. 
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In case of 3-route addition, the possible route configurations are shov\Ti in 

Table 4.2. If a route has less than three arcs, the possible route additions are a 

straight forward extension of the corresponding case in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 

No. Routel Route2 RouteS NewRoute 

1 n.. . .  .fei,ai, . .  n n.. . .  .  62-021 • • . . 0  0 , . . .  63,03,..  . . 0  0 .  e. 0 

2 0 , . . .  .bl.O 0 , . . .  .  62-02, •• . . 0  0 . . . .  63,03, • • . . 0  O.e. oi , 0  

3 0 . . . .  .6i,ai, . .  . . 0  n, .62 . 0  0 , . . .  63,03...  . . 0  O.e. 02 0  

4 0 , . . .  ,  6i,  ai, . .  . , 0  0 . . . .  .  62,02,..  . . 0  0 , . . .  63 , 0  0 .  e. 03, 0  

5 o.ai.  . . . . 0  0 . . . .  ,  62.02,..  0 0  63,03,..  ,n 0 . . .  .  ,6i.e.O 

6 0.. . .  .6i.ai. . .  n 0.02, . . . . 0  0 . . . .  63,03...  ,  ,0 0 . . .  .  .62.6.0 

7 0,. . .  ,6i,ai. . .  . , 0  0 . . . .  ,  62.02,..  . .0 n 63 . 0  0 . . .  .  .63.6 . 0  

8 O.ai, . . . .0 0 .62 , 0  0  63.03,..  . . 0  0...  .. 61.6. ao... . . 0  

9 O.ai. . . . . 0  n. ,  ,  ,  62,02,..  0 0  63 , 0  0 . . .  .  . 6 1 . 6 .03.. .  . . 0  

10 0.. . .  . 6 1 . 0  0, ao, . . . .0 0  63.03,..  . . 0  n  . .  62,6,01...  n  

11 0,. . .  . b i . a i , . .  . . 0  O . a j - 0 0  63 , 0  0 . . .  . .bo.e. 03...  . . 0  

12 n  ,  . 6 1 . 0  0... .  ,  62, ao. • • . , 0  0 . 036 . . . .0 0 . . .  . . 63. 6. Ol. .. . . 0  

13 n , .6i.ai, . .  . . 0  0,.. .  ,62 , 0  . . . 0  0 . . .  .. 63. 6. ao.. . . 0  

Table 4.2: Thirteen possible 3-Route Additions 

The configurations for route addition have the following properties: (i) they 

preserve the principal route segments (from the depot to the circ prior to the arc 

(i.j) considered for route addition, and from the subsequent arc to the depot), and 

(ii) for each route not visiting the arc (i.j) we link the two principal segments. 

Since we have the added complexity of time windows, all of the 7 configura

tions (13 configurations) mentioned for 2-route addition (3-route addition) may not 
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be feasible. Hence we have to check for capacity and time feasibility of the possible 

configurations and discard those that are time infeasible. Calculations of savings 

is a straightforward extension of the concept first proposed by Clark and Wright 

[CW 64]. We do not consider more than 3-route addition in this study. 

4.1.5 Arc Interchange 

This module is an improvement heuristic based on the concept of arc-swapping 

between diflferent routes. This procedure generalizes the classical 2-Opt heuristic 

for the Traveling Salesman Problem by Lin and Kemighan [LK 73]. The variant for 

the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is described in Dror ajid Levy [DL 86]. Our 

arc-swapping improvement procedure is adapted here for the CRPP to include time 

windows and is run on all feasible solutions obtained. 

4.2 Performance evaluation and improvements 

We apply the /i-split generation and the /:-route addition subroutines to the results of 

the path-scan or Augment Merge heuristics developed for the arc routing problem 

(CRPP) without splits. However, in an initial computation study, we find that 

in some cases the subroutines did not find a single split delivery' that lowers the 

total cost of the routes, although solutions with split deliver^' exist that result in 

considerable savings, as illustrated in the following examples. 
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9J0am Route 1 ^ 9.30am 

—O O: O—-
9J0affl \ Route 2 ^ 9.30tm 

- - -O O-: -\- a — -
-™-

lO.OOim 
lOOOim —\ N. I0.00im 

- - O <>-=--- -\-'0—o - - -
,, Route 4 \ 

lOBOim \ lO.OOim 
- - 0  o -  O  0 - -

Routes 

I Required am of R with positive demand 

» Sew deadheading arcs to eliminaie route 3 

Deadheading arcs that may be replaced 

Note: All aics have ten units of demand 

Figure 4.6: Example 1. 

Example 1 

We have five routes each of capacity 25 units, where the time of delivery for the 

required arcs are as indicated alongside each arc. as shown in Figure (4.6). Each 

route has two required arcs, corresponding to two pens in the same row, eind the 

demand at each pen is 10 units. We observe that the first arc of route 3 can be 

split between routes 1 and 2 (5 units each), and similarly the second arc can be 

split among routes 4 and 5. However since the Ar-split generation module evaluates 

each arc individually, we cannot effect any distance savings by moving, say. the first 

arc of route 3 to routes 1 and 2, because the total distance traversed increases as a 

result of the split delivery and we get no savings. The same applies when trying to 

move the second arc of route 3 to routes 4 and 5. If we could move the first arc to 

routes 1 gind 2 and the second arc to routes 4 and 5 simultaneously, we can eliminate 

route 3 and the net savings is positive. 
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10 UnIB Roaie 1 10 Unus -  -  O  O — -  —  -  - ; , 0 — a — -
Route 2 3Uino' / Routt 2 
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7 uau 

lOUmo lOUnlB 

-<D—<y— — -xD—a-— 
Roote 3 

I Required arcs of R with positive demand 

New deadheading arcs to eUoDQaie roote 2 

^ Deadheading arcs that may be replaced 

Figure 4.7: Example 2. 

Example 2 

This example illustrates a simpler but less commonly occurring situation. Consider 

three routes each delivering to arcs with the same time window, each route with a 

capacity of 25 units and demands as shown in Figure (4.7). Note that the first arc 

on route 3 has a demand of 3 units and the second arc has demand 7 units. We have 

a total spare capacity of 10 on routes 1 and 2. Thus if we move both arcs to route 

1 and 2. we can eliminate route 3 entirely. Once again, the savings are negative if 

we evaluate the arcs on route 3 one at a time for A:-split generation. Note that the 

demand for the first arc on route 3 will not be split at all. but can be moved to one 

of the two routes (Routes 1 and 2). 

4.2.1 Input reduction 

The path-scan and augment-merge heuristics often produce routes where pens in 

any one row are grouped on the same route. This is easy to see in case of the path-

scan heuristic: once a vehicle travels down a row of pens, the next closest required 

arc (pen) will be on that row if one exists that meet the time constraints. In case of 

the augment-merge heuristic, we start by making separate routes for each row (in 
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the augment phase) and then try to merge them without violating time emd capacity-

constraints. 

Since we may have routes which delivers to more than one pen in a row of 

pens, if we consider moving pens one at a time in a particular step of the Ar-split 

generation module, we often cannot produce any savings. In other words, all pens 

in a row must be moved simultaneously to other routes to produce any savings. To 

allow this to happen, we adapted our data representation so that the pens in the 

same row are consolidated together. Therefore, we construct an aggregate graph to 

represent the cattle ranch, where a chain or arcs representing pens in the same row 

of pens is replaced by a single arc whose demand is equal to the sum of the demands 

of the arcs it replaced. With this data reduction, the /:-split generation improvement 

module is forced to evaluate pens that belong to the same row simultaneously, and 

the problem illustrated in Examples 1 emd 2 are circumvented. .A.nother advantage 

derived from this transformation is that the size of the graph examined by the 

improvement modules is greatly reduced. We refer to this data transformation as 

the Input Reduction Module. 

4.2.2 Arc disaggregation 

We do incur some cost in transforming the input to the aggregate form. Specifically, 

the demand of an aggregate arc assigned to a route (or a set of routes) will have 

to be disaggregated and assigned to the original required arcs that constitute the 

aggregate arc. 

Suppose a split delivery* solution indicates that deliveries to an aggregate arc 

are made by two routes with 50 percent of the demand delivered by each route. 

This could be interpreted as delivering 50 percent of the demand to each of the 
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constituent zircs of this aggregate arc. Alternatively, since this new arc actually 

represents a sequence of original required arcs, the demand can be disaggregated 

by having the first route deliver feed to the underlying original required axes in 

sequence, until the total demand delivered sums up to 50 percent of the demand of 

the aggregate eirc, and have the second route deliver the other half of the aggregate 

demand to the remaining original required arcs represented. Thus, at most one 

constituent arc of the aggregate arc would receive a split delivery. Yet a third 

possible allocation is for the two routes to deliver feed to alternate pens along a row 

For ail three allocations, the total distance traveled by the two routes are the 

same, but the start and finish times may differ. Thus, the different allocations may 

affect whether improvements to the entire solution can be found when the Ar-split 

generation and route-addition modules are applied for. We refer to the procedure for 

assigning the demand of the original arcs to the routes indicated by the aggregate 

graph as the arc disaggregation module. 

4.3 The main algorithm 

The main algorithm consists of six subroutines as represented in the flow chart in 

Figure (4.8). The first subroutine is the initial route generator, the second is the 

1-swap and 2-swap arc-interchange subroutine. The third is the problem reduction 

routine, discussed in section 4.2.1. The fourth amd the fifth subroutines are the 

/c-split generation and route-addition modules for route improvement and form the 

heart of our solution approach. Finally, the sixth subroutine is the arc disaggregation 

module. 

For the initial route generator, we use variants of the path-scan and the 

augment merge heuristics which have been extended to deal with time windows. 



Repeat until 
no further 
reduction of 
objective is 
possible 

Stage 1 

Stage 2 

Repeat until no 
splits possible 

Stop 

Reset Input 

Route Addition 

Arc Interdiange 

Input Reduction 

K>Split Interchangt 

Initial Route Generator 

Figure 4.8: The Main Algorithm. 
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Any heuristic that gives a feasible solution for the problem may be used in this 

stage. The A:-split generation module was introduced in section 4.1.3, while the 

route addition module was analyzed in section 4.1.4. The input reduction and 

the arc disaggregation modules were discussed in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. After 

the initial application of the route generator module the algorithm cycles through 

the arc interchange, input reduction, Ar-split generation, route addition and the Eire 

disaggregation modules until we cannot improve the solution any further. Within 

this main loop, the subroutines fr-split generation and route addition are alternately 

repeated until no further improvement can be found. 

4.4 Computational experiments 

Computational experiments were performed on data obtained from the cattle ranch 

we were working with. W'e ran the algorithms for both the case with time windows 

and when we ignore such restrictions. Tables 4.3 below show a comparison of our 

approach to the current practice at the ranch. All distances are in feet. The feed-

yard from where the data is taken operates an early morning feed called a "slick" 

feed. To make a more even comparison, we have excluded the such trips when 

computing the total distances using the various heuristics as well as the "actual" 

distance travelled in the current trips. Subsequent to the experiments in chapter 

3. the feed-yard moved to two feeds per day with zone-feeding (see chapter 6. for 

an explanation of the consequences of our study). The results tabulated in table 

3.1 were on data collected before zone-feeding was adopted, whereas the results 

in table 3.3 and 4.3 were calculated after the adoption of zone-feeding. Since the 

process of change to the new pattern took about six months, the results of tables 

3.1 3.3 and 4.3 cannot be compared as in this interim period the number of head 
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Feed CRPP Split Current Percent Percent 

Type Non-split Delivery Practice Improvement Improvement 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (2) vs. (3) (2) vs. (4) 

100 396,467 367.777 515.727 7.24 28.69 

400 57.276 49,271 82.301 13.97 40.13 

500 73.444 63,580 91,737 13.43 30.69 

700 78.943 78,943 105,663 0.00 25.29 

800 95.512 89.840 123,670 5.94 27.36 

Table 4.3: Split delivery heuristics with time window constraints 

of cattle swelled from under 80.000 to about 100.000 head of cattle. It can be seen 

from the results that the heuristics proposed were able to lower the total distance 

covered by the trucks substantially, when compared to the existing practice. The 

split delivery option reduces the total distance traveled in four out of five cases. In 

two of these cases, the improvement is over ten percent. In the last two feed types 

700 and 800, there are relatively few required arcs, and the feed-yard planners were 

able to "eyebair the map and come up with good solutions intuitively. However in 

the denser graphs for feed types 400 and 500. our approach performs well. 

Results of computational experiments on the same data but ignoring time-

window constraints are given in Table 4.4 below. In examining the solutions, we see 

that the demands of all the pens in a row is often many times that of the capacity 

of the truck. Hence the solution to the problem without time windows consists of 

many routes to a row of pens with split deliver^' occurring whenever the vehicle 

runs out of feed. Allowing deliveries often did not eliminate any of the routes in 

the initial non-split CRPP solution. Neither was any distance saved because the 

vehicles had to proceed to the end of the row before returning to the depot node. 

This is why we do not see the extent of improvement on the solution as observed in 
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Feed CRPP Split Percent 

Type Non-split Delivery Improvement 

(1) (2) (3) (2) vs. (3) 

100 349,614 346,913 0.77 

400 55,852 49,271 11.78 

500 54.396 54.396 0.0 

700 78,943 78,943 0.0 

800 69,708 69.708 0.0 

Table 4.4; Split Delivery Heuristic without time v^indow constraints 

the case with time windows. 

4.4.1 Managerial Implications 

The system developed for the feed-yard operators is a first of its kind in Arizona. 

This system enables managers and supervisors of the yard to better meinage the 

distribution of the feed, and ultimately their resources. It also enables them to 

have more control over their operations by specifying the daily distribution plan to 

the drivers. As one can see from the computational results, this system is able to 

improve the distance traveled by 30 percent on the average. Currently, the distribu

tion system was the bottleneck in the operations: the mixing plant outstripped the 

capability of the distribution system. Furthermore, since land is not at a premium 

in these parts, improving the efficiency of the distribution system clearly translates 

to improving the capacity of the feed-yard. This system also enables managers to 

study various "what-if" scenarios in the operation of the yard. By adjusting the time 

of feed for the cattle and training the cattle to feed at the new times, the managers 

may be able to improve the efficiency of the feed distribution system even further. 
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4.5 Summary 

In this chapter we present a heuristic algorithm to derive fast solutions to the 

SDARP problem. The heuristics used is an extension the the one implemented by 

Dror and Tnideau [DT 90]. The heuristic is discussed in the context of arc-routing 

problems where time windows constrEiints are present. The method relies mainly on 

three steps, the input reduction, A:-split interchange and route addition. We note 

that in arc-routing an optimal solution to the SDARP may contain /r-split cycles. 

The algorithm was adapted to perform well on sparse graphs like those observed 

at the cattle feed-yard in Arizona. It may be reiterated that the input reduction 

method is equally applicable to node routing problems as well and considerable 

performance gains may be obtained by its implementation. 
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Chapter 5 

Set covering approach to the 

SDVRP 

5.1 The vehicle routing problem 

In the previous chapters we had introduced the split delivery CRPP with time 

windows and presented a formulation for the same. This formulation is a node 

representation of the split delivery CRPPTW. Ignoring time windows for the time 

being we note that to solve the split delivery CRPP we need to solve an equivalent 

split deliver}' vehicle routing problem (SDVRP). We can then extend the methods 

developed to solve the SDVRP with time windows. The SDVRP addresses the design 

of vehicle routes from a depot to a number of customer demand points requiring 

deliveries in quantities which are less than a truckload. Each route originates at 

the depot, makes one or several deliveries not exceeding the capacity of the vehicle, 

and then returns to the depot. A feasible route is required to be a simple cycle. 

i.e. a cycle in which a node is visited only once. The objective is to design a set 
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of feasible routes so as to minimize the toted distribution cost while satisfjdng all 

customer demands. It may be noted that routes may visit a node more than once. 

Consider a graph G{N,A) where N is the node-set and A the set of sires. Let each 

of the demand points and the central depot where the trips start and terminate, 

correspond to nodes in the graph G. We assume that the graph G is a complete 

g r a p h  a n d  t h e  d i s t a n c e  o f  a n  c i r c  { i , j )  £  . 4  i s  t h e  s h o r t e s t  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  n o d e s  i  

and j. Denote by rf, , « = 1,2,.... n the daily demand at node i. Let there be vehicles 

of capacity u = 1 V  available at the depot node, dedicated to service the set 

of n  nodes. Let N '  = G .V|c?, > 0}. For convenience a mathematical formulation 

of the previously introduced SDVRP is given in the next sub section. An identical 

formulation can be found in Dror and Trudeau [DT 90]. Let A' be a vector, whose 

elements are the variables x-j described in the formulation, represent a feasible route 

for vehicle v. 
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5.1.1 A mathematical formulation of the problem 

Cjj = The distance ("cost") between nodes z and 

di = The daily demand at node i. 

Q v  = The capacity of vehicle v .  

= 1 if the vehicle v  travels along arc (/,j), and 

xV = 0 othen^ise. 

y,-' = The fraction of the demand delivered at node i by the 

vehicle v. 

V = The number of vehicles in the fleet. 

S = The set of simple cycles on the set N which include the 

depot node. 

Minimize (5.1) 
"=1 

subject to: 

E  4 , -  Y. <>= = 0  ' •  =  !  I -  ( 3 - 2  
(fc..)€.4 (i.fc)€.4 

V 

= 1  V i e . v ' c . v  ( 0 . 3  
t;=l 

XI 1 

y'i- Z  ^ 0  ^ 0  ^ '  =  1  ( 5 . 5  
( i . j ) e A  

fi;;+f[e''e'^]-rji)x"[e''e'^] <0 V {e\ e'^"} 6 i?. f = 1. ..V. (5.6 

ae< <be V e G i?. V = 1 V (5.7 

I'ij €{0.1} eA. v=l V. (5.8 

0 < y -  <1 V(i.;) G i?. r = 1 r. (5.9 

Expression (5.1) is the distance traveled by all the vehicles in the fleet. Con

straints (5.2) are the conservation of flow constraints which force a vehicle that enters 
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a node (including the depot node) to leave that node. Constraints (5.3) insures that 

each demand node i is delivered its entire demand. Constraints (5.4) insure that the 

the delivery assignments for a vehicle does not exceed its capacity. Constraints (5.5) 

insures that demand node i can only be serviced by a vehicle that passes through 

that node. (5.6) and (5.7) are the time ^^dndow constraints governing delivery to 

a node i by a trip v. Constraints (5.8) are the binsiry v-alue constraints for the 

set of variables while constraints (5.9) insure that fractional delivery variable 

yV belongs to the interval [0,1]. If we impose the condition that yi is integral the 

problems is then a VRP. 

The split deliver^' problem as mentioned before is a generalization of the 

vehicle routing problem. This generalization of the problem is clearly computation

ally hard, see Dror and Tnideau [DT 89. DT 90]. Successful exact algorithms and 

heuristics have been designed to solve various cases of the Split Deliver}- problem, 

see Dror and Trudeau [DT 89. DT 90], Dror, Laporte and Tnideau [DLT 94], and 

Mullaseril. Dror and Leung [MDL 96]. 

5.1.2 The Set Covering Approach to Routing Problems 

The underlying method in many vehicle routing problems (VRP) is to find a good 

lower bound by solving a linear relaixation of the problem (see Desrosiers et al. 

[DDSS 95] for a discussion of the set covering approach to the VRPTW). An upper 

bound is determined by a heuristic algorithm specifically designed for the type of 

routing problem being solved. Once tight upper and lower bounds are established 

for the VRP. we may use a branch and bound search of the set of feasible solutions 

to the IP problem to determine the optimal integer solution to the problem. We 

propose to design the solution method to the SDVRP by first obtaining a lower 
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bound by solving a linear relaxation to the set covering formulation of the split 

delivery problem. 

Exact algorithms have been devised to solve small instances of the vehi

cle routing problem (VRP). Many of these methods rely on the set partition

ing/covering formulation of the VRP. See, for example, Desrosiers, Soumis and 

Desrochers [DSD 84], Agarwal, Mathur, and Salkin [AMS 89] and Desrosiers. Du

mas, Solomon and Soumis [DDSS 95]. The set partitioning formulation was first 

proposed by Balinski and Quandt [BQ 64] for a delivery problem that is a close 

relative of the VRP. Desrosiers et. al. [DSD 84] have successfully used the set parti

tioning formulation to design exact algorithms for the VRP with time windows. We 

first discuss the set partitioning/covering approach for the VRP. Next, we extend 

the set partitioning/covering approach to the split deliver}'' problem zind study the 

consequences of the formulation. 

5.2 Set Covering Formulation for the VRP 

In the chapter 3 aection 3.2 we have shown that capacitated arc routing problems 

with time windows may be transformed to an equivalent node routing problem. 

There are several successful algorithms for solving fairly large vehicle routing prob

lems (on graphs of up to about 100 nodes) optimally [e.g. see M. Fisher [F 94]). 

However, we have no knowledge of algorithms for solving split delivery node-routing 

problems with time windows of more than 20 nodes. So in this section we develop 

an algorithm to solve the split delivery VRPTW. We first discuss the set partition

ing/covering approach for the VRP. Next, we extend the set partitioning/covering 

approach to the VRPTW with split delivery and study the consequences of the 

formulation. 
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Definition 5.1 Let N be a finite set. LetM = be a collection of subsets of 

iV. Nj C N. Associated with each Nj is a weight Cj. The set covering problem is 

that of selecting a minimum weight sub collection M' C M such that every element 

o f  N  i s  c o n t a i n e d  i n  s o m e  e l e m e n t  o f  N ' .  

This set covering problem can be formulated as a zero-one integer program of the 

form: 

where Cj is a column vector (of size (.Vj) of zeros and one's representing the subset 

Nj G M'. The variable Zj determines the inclusion = 1) or the exclusion = 0) 

of the subset Nj in the sub-collection M' and e is a vector of I's. Additional 

constraints, which determine which set of columns Cj (or subsets Nj) may appear 

simultaneously in a solution (or the collection A/"')i may be imposed on the problem. 

n the VRP, we determine a set of trips that reaches or "covers" a set of nodes 

(that require delivery), subject to certain capacity- restrictions imposed on each trip. 

The union of all such trips must deliver to each node all of its demeind. Thus, a 

\'RP can be viewed as dividing a set of demand nodes among various trips so that 

certedn capacity' requirements are met and every node in node-set .V is visited by 

one of the trips. Recall that the set covering problem is that of selecting a minimum 

weight sub collection N' C M such that every element of .V is contained in some 

subset of M'. So. if .V is the set of nodes in a graph G, we can formulate the VRP 

as a set covering problem, where each element of M corresponds to a feasible route 

that visits a subset of nodes in A'. 

Minimize CjZj 

s.t. Zj=i djZj > e 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) ^,€{0.1} j = l h 
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Each trip j of a vehicle v can be represented as a 0 — 1 vector Uj of dimension 

|i2|, where the j"* element of aj is 1 if node i is included in trip j, and 0 otherwise. 

The optimal solution for the corresponding set covering problem gives an optimal 

solution to the VRP. Each column (trip) j is assumed to be feasible w.r.t. vehicle 

capacity and other constraints that may be imposed on a particular trip. In a vehicle 

routing problem, each node is served by exactly one trip. If we formulate the routing 

problem as set a covering problem, each node is to be visited at least once. It may 

be noted that we do not relax the requirement that a particular trip consists of 

simple cycles or that a particular trip visits a node at most once. 

Desrosiers et al. [DDSS 95] demonstrated that a set covering approach can 

be very successful for determining the lower bound in a highly constrained routing 

problem. Though this result has not been shown for the SDVRP, it is not unrea

sonable to expect that the result may be extended to this case too. In terms of 

the state of the art for solving set covering problems. Caprara. Fischetti and Toth 

[CFT 95] report solving many instances of set covering problems with over 5000 rows 

and 1,000.000 columns to optimality within a short time for crew scheduling in the 

Italian Railway Company. In the next section, we discuss the set covering formula

tion for split deliver^' routing in node delivery problems, since we were successful in 

transforming our arc-routing problem to an equivalent node-routing problem. 

5.2.1 Split Delivery Node Routing Problems 

In the set covering/partitioning formulation of a split delivery- vehicle routing prob

lems. a column represents a trip and also deliveries made on that trip. Let {oJIj = 

1 h and r = 1 V'} be a collection of column vectors representing all feasible 

trips in G. In routing problems where split deliveries are not allowed, all the de
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mand for a node is delivered by the unique trip that visits it. Thus in formulating 

a problem to generate a feasible trip (column), we have decision variables in the 

formulation that determine whether a trip visits a node or not. However if split 

deliveries are allowed, when describing a trip j we must also specify the fraction 

of the demand delivered at each node i visited by trip j, jind impose additioned 

constraints to meet the requirement that all of the demand for a node i is delivered 

by some subset of trips. 

Definition 5.2 A vector TJ consisting of 1 's and O's of size |/?|. whose elements 

indicate whether the trip j of vehicle v visits node i (represented by 1) is called a 

visitation vector for trip j. 

Definition 5.3 A vector PJ with fractional elements, of size |/?|, whose i"* elements 

indicates the fraction of the demand delivered at node i is called the delivery vector 

for trip j of vehicle v. 

A column denoting a split delivery trip j can now represented by a vector a]" 

consisting of the two vectors Tj and Pj: 

= TJ 

n 

(5.13) 

Hence, a feasible trip or the column aj consists of two vectors, the visitation vector 

for that trip and its corresponding delivery vector with a total |2i?| elements in 

the column. Unlike the pure set covering problem, the column vector aj of the set 

covering formulation of the split delivery problem may have fractional elements. The 

set covering formulation (SC-1) of the split delivery' node routing problem (SDV'RP) 

is given below; 

v 
Minimize ^ ̂  cjcj (SC — 1) (5.14) 

i'=l >€-.•" 

subject to (5.15) 
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V 

Y.Y.TJZ] > e (5.16) 
v=ijew" 
V 

e (0.17) 
u=ijew" 

6 {0,1} Vj € r = 1,....V' (5.18) 

the variable Z j  determines the inclusion (2J = 1) or the exclusion { z j  = 0) of the 

trip aj, while cj is its associated cost. The set uj" is the set of all possible trips 

for the vehicle v. An important point to note is that the visitation vector Tj' Eind 

the delivery vector PJ must be commensurate for each aj. This means that if the 

element of Pj' is non-zero, the corresponding element of TJ must be 1. The 

constraint (5.16) insures at least one vehicle visits a node requiring service, whereas 

constraints (5.17) insure that all of the demand for a node is delivered by some 

subset of the trips. 

In general, since Tj € and PJ € , the problem SC-1 may have an 

unc o u n tably infinite number of columns and consequently variables zJ. Thus de

termining the optimal solution to the problem by searching through all feasible 

solutions to the problem is impossible. Instead, we shall solve a linear relaxation 

of the set covering problem using a standard column generation approach, where 

we do not have to know the entire set of feasible solutions to solve the problem. 

This techniques is quite commonly used for solving large scale linear programming 

problems to optimality. This solution will provide us with a lower bound for the 

SDVRP formulated in section (3.2.1). The size of this gap determines the success 

of the method for this class of problems. 
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Column Generation 

As previously mentioned, we propose to solve an LP relaxation of SC-1. For compu

tational purposes, a useful technique is column generation, where only the variables 

and its associated columns that are in the current basis matrix, are retEiined and 

during each pivot of the problem we generate the column eissociated with the en

tering variable from the set of non-basic variables. This implies that the columns 

a J must be generated on the fly (see for example Desrosiers et. al [DSD 84]). Each 

column which represents a feasible tour of a subset of nodes in .V may be determined 

by sohing another problem (called the sub-problem), where the constraints (3.30) 

and (3.32) - (3.37) are imposed. The generated column and its associated variable 

Eire added to the problem SC-1 and another pivot transformation performed. The 

problem which we axe solving (currently SC-1) is referred to as the master problem. 

Assume that an initial basic feasible solution zg. is available with associated 

basis matrix B. and cost coefBcients cg. The simplex multipliers associated with this 

basis are ~ = cbB~^ . To find the entering variable, we determine the most negative 

element of the vector cq — tt.A/j. where D is the index set of non-basic variables and 

.4. the associated coefficient matrix. To calculate this vector first we find tt by solving 

the system nB = cb and then calculate cd — We note that the components of 

cq — t^Ad may be calculated individually: the component corresponding to non-basic 

variable Zj is ^ = cj — zaj. If minj ̂  = clt < 0 then, barring degeneracy, the current 

solution may be improved by introducing the variable Zk and its corresponding 

column of coefficients in the constraint matrix .4, into the basis via a pivot 

transformation. In the vehicle routing problem each column corresponding to a 

feasible trip may be found by solving an optimization problem (the sub problem 

previously mentioned) whose solution yields such a trip. With respect to the \'RP. 

the sub problem generates a trip for a vehicle starting at the depot, visiting one or 
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more nodes and ending at the depot node. 

5.2.2 The Sub Problem for Generating Feasible Columns 

To calculate the cost of each trip, we must know the sequence in which the nodes 

cire visited or the list of arcs traversed by a trip. We formulate the sub problem 

that generates feasible columns in such a way that its decision variables are the Eircs 

that a trip may traverse. To simplify the notation let k denote a particular trip * 

of vehicle v. In other words we drop the subscript v when discussing a sub problem 

since each sub problem pertains to a particular vehicle. Let the decision variable 

= 1, {i,j) 6 ,4. if a trip k traverses arc (i.j) € A and = 0 otherwise. Knowing 

the arcs traversed by a trip will give the sequence in which the nodes are visited. 

To ascertain the number of times a trip visits a node i € N. compute the quantity 

^ yf fraction of the delivery made to node i € -V by 

trip k .  The vector consists of elements { T k ) i ,  i  6 A' where (Tt), = Hjg.v and 

the vector Pk consists of the elements (Pit), = yf. i € N. Thus the column for 

the master problem is constructed from the solution to the sub problem as follows: 

— 

E;€.V X u 

4j 

Vi 

J/n 

(5.19) 

Let Cij be the length of arc { i , j )  € .4. Let tt = [a, 3 ]  be the vector of dual variables 

associated with problem SC-1 (q, and where i G N be the values of the dual 

variables Eissociated with constraint sets (5.16) and (5.17)). Thus tt consists of two 
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vectors of size n consisting of these dual variables: 

tt = 

ai 

5n 

Let us suppose we are to generate the column of minimum reduced cost The cost 

of the column is equal to the total length of a trip, or The objective 

for the sub problem to generate column a/t is: 

^ = min {ck - nak) 

The expression (c/t — rrak) may be rewritten as 

iij)eA «€.v i€:V ie-v 

= S - Y, - Z 3iy-

= 51 
'6A' 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

Formulating the Sub-Problem 

The formulation is based on the work done in Dror k Trudeau [DT 90] and Desrosiers 

et al. [DDSS 95]. Since we are required to generate only one trip per sub problem, 

we prefer to work on a slightly modified but equivalent graph. Replace the depot 

node (node d) with s a source node and t a sink node. Thus let the node set for 

this network be .V = V{G) \ {rf} U {s,#} where d is the depot node. By modifying 

the network as discussed, we can now introduce a constraint that insures that everv' 
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solution of the sub problem consists of only one trip which is a simple cycle through 

the depot node. The length of arcs (s, z) and (iJ), V i e N is the shortest path 

distances from the depot node d to the node i and vice versa. The sub-problem 

(SP) to generate feasible columns is: 

Minimize ^ (cij - a,)xfj - ̂  (SP) (5.23) 
( i J ) € A  i € j V  

subject to; 

E 4-
('.P)€.4 {p.mA 

= 0 Vp6.V\{5.f} (5.24) 

(s.I)€A 
= 1 s ^ t  6 A (5.25) 

2 / f - E 4-
(<J)6.4 

< 0 V I € .V (5.26) 

51 diUi 
»€-V 

<Q (5.27) 

iT,' + U, ' 'J < 0 (5.28) 

° i <  T ; '  < 6 ,  V I € -V. (5.29) 

x'' '] e { o . i }  V(i.i) 6.4 (5.30) 

0 < y f  < 1 " ^ l e N  (5.31) 

This sub-problem can be characterized as capacitated elementary shortest path prob

lem over a graph G with time windows and partial delivery'. We seek the shortest 

path from the source node to the sink node, subject to capacity and time window-

constraints. Observe that the costs associated with each arc may be negative. In 

an optimal solution to this sub problem, the decision variable (i.j) 6 A takes 

binary values such that a shortest path is traced from the source node to the sink 

node, with respect to a new set of weights {cij — a,) associated with each arc. -3, 

corresponding to a node i and where a node is visited at most once. The role of the 

constraint (5.25) is to insure there only one trip is generated each time a column 

is generated. Such tours are of finite length owing to the existence of time window 
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constraints and hence the sub problems are bounded from below. It may be pointed 

out that a special case of this sub problem is the shortest path problem with time 

windows which is A^P-hard (See Dror [D 95]). 

Solving the decomposed problem 

The solution process for these type of decomposition problems, entails alternating 

between solving the master problem and the sub problems. The procedure is started 

with an artificial set of columns for the master problem which forms the initial 

identity basis, for example. |-V| single node trips from the depot to each of the nodes 

in .V. For each pivot of the master problem, the dual variable vector tt is updated 

and used for solving the sub problem. After solving the sub problem, the resulting 

column is added to the master problem and the next pivot operation performed. 

The column generation procedure is terminated when no more negative marginal 

cost columns exist. The process gives the optimal solution to a linear relaxation of 

the problem SC-1. which is a lower bound to the set covering problem. 

Solving the sub problem in the absence of time window constraints 

We note that in the sub problem SP, if we relax the time window constraints, the 

sub problem may be unbounded since the underlying graph G may contain negative 

cycles. The shortest path problem with negative cycle is substantially harder to 

solve than the shortest path problem without negative cycles. This problem is an 

A/'P-hard problem and no polynomial time algorithm for this problem is likely to 

exist. In most algorithms to solve the shortest path problem, we determine the 

shortest directed walk from the source node to all other nodes. In the case where 

no negative cycles exist, this directed walk is a path from the source node to the 
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node in question. However, when negative cycles exist, the shortest length directed 

may traverse a negative cycle an infinite number of times as each traversal of the 

negative cycle reduces the length of the walk. In such cases we need to prohibit 

walks that revisit nodes. This stipulation complicates the problem significantly. 

In the mathematical formulation of the sub problem we prevent the existence 

of cycles by introducing the subtour elimination constraints (please refer to G. La-

porte [L 86] for an exhaustive discussion on this topic). For a graph G with n nodes 

we have 2" subtour elimination constraints. Except, in the case of very small prob

lems, we cannot introduce these constraints all at once. While solving the relaxed 

sub problem as a mixed integer problem (MIP). the subtour elimination constraints 

are initially relaxed and successively introduced. In order to improve solution times 

we introduce only a suflBcient number of such constraints so that the solution does 

not contciin subtours. To prevent the initial problem from being unbounded we 

introduce constraints of the form: 

where 5(r) is the set of edges in .4 having one end point in the set r 6 .V and 

6'^{v){6~{v)) are the set of outgoing (incoming) edges at v. We also use other 

inequalities such as cover and clique inequalities, which may be added if required 

to speed up the solver. These features are provided as separate sub routines in 

the mixed integer (add-on) solver of the software package CPLEX that we used to 

implement the algorithm. This point will be made clear in the next section. 

x { d ' ^ { v ) )  <1 V r € -V (5.32) 

^(<^ (^)) V r G -V (5.33) 
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We test the effectiveness of this method by computational experiments on data from 

the cattle feed industry as well as randomly generated problems derived from well 

known problems in the literature. Since, we encounter problems with and with

out time windows, we propose two separate aJgorithms for solving the sub prob

lems. The first method uses the mixed integer programming solver provided by the 

CPLEX optimization package. This algorithm is applied to problem instances where 

time window constrmnts are absent. The second method is based on the so called 

"pulling" dynamic programming algorithm discussed in [DDSS 95]. This algorithm, 

based on the dynamic programming algorithm devised by M. Desrochers [D 88], 

is applied to problems where both split delivery cind time wdndow constraints are 

present. 

5.3.1 A Mixed Integer Solver 

We note that we are solving a linejir relaxation of the master problem SC-1. where 

split deliver^' is allowed and where time window constraints are absent. The initial 

variables correspond to the artificial columns of single node trips from the depot 

node as explained previously. 

The sub problem is solved in two phases. In phsise 1. we solve a mixed integer 

programming problem SP-1 which is the the sub problem (o.23)-(5.33) without the 

time window constraints. If the solution to this problem is feasible for the sub 

problem SP we stop, we have found an mixed optimal integer feasible solution to SP. 

Otherwise identify subtour elimination constraints that are violated and introduce 

such constraints into the sub problem SP-1 and resolve the problem. This step is 
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termed as phase II. To determine the violated subtour elimination constraints, we 

use the following algorithm: Let H be the sub-graph induced by arcs with non-zero 

flow in the solution to SP-1 in phase I. Change the costs of arcs in the original graph 

to a negative value for all arcs in H. To detect a cycle one may then apply a label 

setting shortest path algorithm on H. Arcs that are determined to be on a cycle are 

then removed and the shortest path algorithm is applied again to detect any further 

cycles. This process is repeated untill there are no more cycles in //. It may also be 

noted that we save the basis prior to introducing the new row emd use the current 

basis to restart the solver for another iteration of phase I. 

Each iteration of phase I is very expensive as in this phase CPLEX solves the 

mixed integer programming problem using a branch and bound algorithm. Hence 

we may err on the side of caution and add more than just those subtour elimination 

constraints that are being violated. It is our experience that if we add a subtour 

elimination constraint of size |5|. S C .V where |5| = n. in subsequent phase I 

steps of the sub-problem we observe violation of subtour inequalities over 5' C S. 

We call these shrinking cycles and we may try to prevent them from occurring at 

the beginning by including the violated subtour inequality' and all those inequalities 

over S' C S. We note that there is a trade off between adding these constraints and 

the size of the LP at each node of the branch and bound. More cuts result in more 

time for the LP solver at each node. Hence in the implementation of the algorithm 

we limit the size of the set of subtour inequalities to 2^*^ or 1024 subtour elimination 

constraints for a single step of phase 1. 
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We may view capacity and time eis resources that axe exhausted by making deliveries 

and traversing Eircs. Hence, the sub problem is also known as the shortest path 

problem with resource constraints (SPPRC). Let R = {c, f} represent a set with 

capacity and time as resources. Here we "discretize" the continuous variable yf 

and Ti in the sub problem SP. In the algorithms we implemented for the feedyard 

problem, the fractional variable y, G {0.1,0.2,..., 0.9,1.0}. The variable T, is also 

similarly "discretized". As a result of the relaxation, this method will not give the 

optimal solution but an approximate solution to the set covering formulation SC. 

The algorithm implemented here is an extension of the dynamic programming 

algorithm for the shortest path problem with resource constraints developed by 

Desrochers [D 88] and discussed in [DDSS 95]. Given that the resource constraints 

are integer vsdued or if continuous, then they are discretized, the algorithm solves 

an unconstrained shortest path problem on an acyclic graph. The number of nodes 

in the graph is D = ^'here R is the set of resources. IC/"] is the 

cardinality of the set of values that a variable associated with resource r that may 

be assigned. Solving the shortest path problem over this expanded network may 

require large amounts of computer memor\' and CPU time. Instead, by £issociating 

a set of labels (explained below) with each node we can solve the problem on the 

original network G = (V.A) rather than on the expanded network mth D nodes, 

resulting in considerable computational savings. 

The dynamic programming method involves determining the shortest feasible 

path from the origin o to all nodes in ever increasing sets of nodes .V C V U {c/} 

(node d is the depot node). Associate with each path V, from the origin o to a 

node i a state or label S, which corresponds to the consumption of each resource 
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on a path Vi and a cost C, corresponding to that state. Let Yi be the cumulative 

utilization (expressed as a fraction of the capacity) to service demand by a path 

Vi at node i. Thus let 77 = (^,7}) denote the cumulative consumption of both 

capacity and time resources at node i. Interval constraints of the form [a;,6,] on 

node i impose restrictions on the time of making delivery by a vehicle on a path 

from node o to i. So a vehicle on a path that reaches node i by arriving earlier than 

a, becomes feasible by waiting until a,. Any vehicle on a path that arrives later than 

bi is infeasible. Similarly a vehicle on a path that reaches node i.where 0 < V, < 1 

is feasible. Thus we may obtain a new label (7}, Cj) at node j by extending a path 

Vi by adding arc {i.j) as follows; 

where 3j are eis defined before, is the reduced cost of the arc ( i , j )  in the sub 

problem and fj is the fractional amount of the demand delivered to node j. 

Let F { i ,  Y , . T , )  be the minimum cost of a path from node o to node i 6 -Vu{(f}, 

and consuming not more than Ti of the resources. We can then calculate the shortest 

path from o to cf by solving the following recurrence equations: 

Tj = max(aj, T, + f.j), if T, < bj - Uj 

Y, = + if y. <1-/, 

C j  =  C i  +  c [ j  +  f j 3 j  

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

(5.34) 

F(o. O.Oo) = 0 

FU.Yj,Tj) = min (F(i.y;.r,) + c:^. + /,i,|? €-Vu{rf}. 

(5.37) 

Tj >  m a x ( a j .T, + t, j ) .  Y] <l — fj. and a ,  <  T, < 5,) 

V j  €  I  €  - V  U  { d }  (5.38) 

F ( j . Y j . T j )  =  3c, if Tj > b j  o v Y j  >  1 (5.39) 

The optimal solution is obtained by computing: 

mm min F{d.Yd,Td) 
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Next, we extend the so called "pulling algorithm'" to solve this recursion. To prevent 

this algorithm from cycling we must impose the condition that at least one resource 

consumption should be positive for each arc In the problem at the cattle yard, 

every arc has a positive length and consequently the time for traversing this arc is 

positive, i.e. Uj >w> 0, V(t, j) € .4. w is called a time bucket and is used to reduce 

the complexity of the algorithm (see Denardo and Fox [DF 79]). 

Let (7^^C/) and be two distinct labels. The first label is sciid to 

dominate the second label if and only if C/ < Cf and T,^ < Tf and V/ < Y^. A 

label (77^. C,) at a given node i is efficient if no other label at node i dominates it. 

A path Vi is efficient if its label is efficient. This dominance criterion is not a total 

ordering and therefore does not allow all paths to be ordered. In other words there 

may be several efficient paths for each node. A permanent labeling algorithm based 

on the algorithm by Desrochers [D 88] consists of the following steps: 

Step 1 

Initialization 

S„= {(O.ao).O): 

S i  = = a,. Vz e . \ U { d } .  

Step 2 

Select node j 

If O i  =  b „  \ f i  e  -V U {rf}. then STOP. 

Othen^ise select j = argmin,e,vu{rf}{5,|0, < 6, }: 

Step 3 

Pulling at node j 

Create the set of labels 5], V 0 < /, < 1 such that 9j < Tj < min{6j.^j + u-}. 

Pj = EFF{S] U Pj): 
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d j  =  + w } :  

Return to Step 1. 

Two basic operations in the algorithm are the pulling at a node and deter

mining the set of efficient labels EFF{Si) from the set of labels S, at node i. The 

pulling operation at node i consists of creating a set of new labels at this node by 

extending all paths in Vj, {j,i) € .4 if such an extension permits the creation of a 

feasible labels at node i . The create label step is followed by the a procedure where 

the set of efficient labels EFF{Si) at node i is determined. The labels obtained 

after this step are permanent labels. It is here that this algorithm is different from 

other label setting algorithms. The new labels created at a node after step 3 are 

efficient. For a particular path the labels that are updated are further downstream 

in the path than the permanent (efficient) labels and hence efficient labels are not 

updated. Hence this algorithm requires updating of labels at only one node unlike 

that in the reaching approach which requires updating at several nodes and all nodes 

downstream of those nodes in the path. 

The difference between this algorithm and the permanent labeling algorithm 

discussed in Desrochers [D 88] occurs at the create label step. In this case we 

create a separate label for each of the values taken by the discretized fractional 

variable /, at node i. This increases the number of labels (in the particular case 

9-fold in each application of step 3) than the corresponding problem without split 

delivery if we discretetize each window into q — 1 intervals. The additional labels 

could substantially degrade the performance of the cdgorithm. Thus, the degree 

of accuracy for split delivery should be determined after carefully analyzing the 

capability of the computing platform. 
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The algorithm developed in sub sections (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) were applied to arc-

routing data from a cattle yard that operates in Arizona to solve problems with 

time windows and split delivery. The CRPP problems encountered varied from 

227 < |l''| < 581,294 < |-4| < 770 and 16 < |i?| < 348. We also tested the algorithm 

on randomi;,' generated problems based on test problems from the literature. These 

problems provided two types of input data, those with Euclideem distances and 

those with non-Euclidean distance matrix. The data for Euclidean problems were 

derived by taking a subset of nodes of the 75-node problem originally presented in 

Eilon, Watson-Gandy and Christofides [EWC 71] and used by many others in their 

computational experiments. In the problems generated, w-e allow split deliver}'. 

However, this data set does not contain time windows associated v\ith each node. 

We prefer not to randomly generate time windows for each node. 

5.3.4 Generating example problems 

In each of these problems we obtain data for the nodes n  whose co-ordinates (x„. 

and its corresponding demand <i„ from [EWC 71]. The distance c,j between any two 

nodes i and j is then calculated from 

is treated as a real number with double precision (for a DEC Alpha-station). The 

vehicle capacity (integer) was determined by the following formula; 

where q is a parameter from the interval [0,1]. Each problem was then solved for 

three different values of a. where a low value represents a tight problem and a high 

= [(x,—Xj)- + (y,— 

D = max {rf, } -I- a 
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value correspond to capacity restrictions in a typical V'RP instance. In case of non-

Euclidean problems we still use the demand corresponding to a node n. However, 

the distances between any two nodes are randomly generated. In this study we used 

a uniform distribution between [0,100] to generate these distances. 

5.3.5 Computational results 

The computational experiments were performed on a DEC Alpha 2100 4/275 capable 

of running at 321.4 M-flops. The optimizer we used for the various algorithms was 

a basic version of CPLEX v4.0. 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 tabulate the results performed on Euclidean and non-

Euclidean randomly generated problems respectively, using the mixed integer pro

gramming solver for the sub problem as discussed in subsection 5.2.2 above. Such 

a solver was implemented only for the case where time window constraints were 

absent. In cases where time window constraints are present we recommend that 

the dynamic programming approximation algorithm as described in the subsection 

5.3.2 be used. It may be noted that in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, we use the same prob

lem for a particular size n, only the capacity which is determined by the capacity 

parameter a cheinges. Column (1) is the parameter used to calculate the capacity 

of the trips. Column (2) reports the CPU time in seconds for solving each instance 

o f  t h e  p r o b l e m .  T h e  C P U  t i m e  r e p o r t e d  i s  t h e  t o t a l  t i m e  f o r  a l l  c a l c u l a t i o n ,  i . e .  

for solving the set covering problem as an LP and MIP. It may be recalled that the 

set covering problem is a linear programming problem which at best gives a lower 

bound to the optimal solution to the SDV'RP. This result is tabulated at column 

(3). In order to derive an upper bound we save all generated columns and solve tlio 

s e t  c o v e r i n g  p r o b l e m  a s  a  m i x e d  i n t e g e r  p r o g r a m m i n g  p r o b l e m .  S i n c e  e a c h  o f  t h e  
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a CPU Solution Value S.L MIP H d j  Non-Zero Cols. 

Sees LP MIP % Gap genr. genr. Nodes Q LP 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Size 10 

0.10 15.7 216.125 248.592 13.97 27 135 3.66 7 5 

0.20 28.8 185.622 185.622 0.00 40 402 2.51 3 3 

0.30 26.5 178.189 185.999 4.29 37 394 1.86 5 3 

Size 15 

0.10 222.5 333.594 398.644 17.76 64 1,523 4.40 8 6 

0.20 214.2 284.430 291.531 2.41 59 2.273 2.81 13 3 

0.30 150.0 253.568 253.568 0.00 82 1.739 2.00 2 2 

Size 20 

0.10 1.461 368.235 402.386 8.86 74 5.819 5.05 14 6 

0.20 L457 297.726 338.300 12.76 108 9.921 3.06 12 5 

0.30 1.138 271.974 291.993 7.09 154 6.717 2.11 13 3 

Size 25 

0.10 52.400 409.984 535.851 26.61 134 54.249 5.37 13 "T i 

0.20 82,805 333.143 394.857 16.95 172 39.776 3.18 14 4 

0.30 5.080 271.974 291.993 7.09 154 6717 2.11 13 3 

Table 5.1: Euclidean problems solved using the CPLEX-MIP solver for sub problems 
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a CPU Solution Value S.I. MIP E d j  Non-Zero Cols. 

Sees LP MIP % Gap genr. Nodes Q LP MIP 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Size 10 

0.30 22 192.444 208.478 8.00 51 11.499 1.85 7 3 

0.45 7 173.535 190.717 9.43 44 2.482 1.28 8 2 

0.60 1 147.725 147.725 0.000 14 74 0.94 1 1 

Size 15 

0.30 363 168.746 186.504 10.00 132 126.655 2.00 10 3 

0.45 61 145.793 170.848 15.82 114 20,968 1.34 9 2 

0.60 97 124.808 124.808 0.00 621 17.495 0.97 1 1 

Size 20 

0.30 2,942 160.631 184.407 13.78 299 748.668 2.12 6 3 

0.45 1.372 145.706 170.684 15.79 336 333.547 1.38 3 2 

0.60 190 145.706 170.684 15.79 336 333.547 1.38 3 2 

Size 25 

0.30 4.798 155.615 174.092 11.20 448 850,940 2.18 7 3 

0.45 1.909 138.420 157.037 12.60 725 246.060 1.41 8 2 

0.60 2,203 138.420 157.037 12.60 725 246.060 1.41 8 2 

Size 30 

0.30 24.664 166.730 166.730 0.00 1.123 3.239.93 2.24 3 3 

0.45 7.552 166.730 166.730 0.00 L123 3.239.93 2.24 3 3 

0.60 257 166.730 166.730 0.00 1.123 3,239.93 2.24 3 3 

Size 35 

0.30 61.528 141.883 150.620 5.97 980 6.775.02 2.28 20 3 

0.45 45.504 141.883 150.620 5.97 980 6.775.02 2.28 20 3 

0.60 11.404 141.883 150.620 5.97 980 6.775.02 2.28 20 3 

Table 5.2; Non-Euclidean problems solved using the MIP solver 
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columns is a feasible trip, an integer solution to the set covering problem is a feeisible 

solution to the SDVRP and an upper bound. The results of which are tabulated 

in column (4). Column (5) gives us the gap between the solution in columns (3) 

and (4) as a percentage of their average cost. Column (6) reports the total num

ber of columns generated by the dgorithm while Column (7) is the total number 

of subtour inequalities generated to solve the sub problems for generating feasible 

columns. Column (8) is the ratio of the total demand in the input graph to the 

capacity* of the vehicle. The quantity fHieA'serves as a lower bound on the 

total number of trips required to service the demand nodes, i.e. the value in column 

(8) rounded up to the nearest integer Columns (9) and (10) Eire the toted number 

of non zero variables in the LP and MIP solution to the set covering problem. It 

was observed that it was feasible to solve Euclidean problems of up to 25 nodes and 

non-Euclidean problems of up to 35 nodes. 

Table 5.3 tabulates computational results from experiments on the data ob

tained from the feed-yard. Column (1) lists the feed type and is the problem index. 

Column (2) and (3) list the the number of nodes and arcs in the transformed problem 

(node routing). The number of nodes in the transformed problem is the same as the 

number of required arcs in the original problem. Column (4) lists the best heuristic 

solution obtained so far (see Mullaseril, Dror and Leung [MDL 96]), while column 

(5) lists the lower bound obtained from the LP solution to the set covering problem. 

Column (6) is the integer solution to the set covering problem. This solution may 

provide us the an upper bound if it is feasible (no sub-tours) and is better than the 

upper bound in column (4). Column (7) is the percentage gap between the lower 

bound and the best upper bound. It can be observed that the gap between the best 

integer solution and the lower bound to the problem derived using the set covering 

approach has been less than 6.5 percent. 
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Feed Trans. Prob. Best. Lower MIP Percent 

Type Nodes Arcs Heuristic Bound Solution Difference 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

100 350 122,150 413,320 Algorithm does not terminate 

400 17 272 49,168 45.010 47,762 5.93 

500 56 3080 46,044 Algorithm does not terminate 

700 45 1980 127,894 99,361 105,896 6.37 

800 46 2070 84.871 73,029 75,596 3.45 

Table 5.3: Results of the set covering approach to the feed-yard problems 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter we have presented a framework for modeling time window constraints 

in arc routing problems. We show the equivalence between arc routing and node 

routing problems. The split delivery case is also covered in the same formulation. We 

present the methodology for modeling and solving the split delivery VRP with time 

windows as a set covering problem. We formulated the sub problem for generating 

the feasible columns for ever>' iteration of the set covering problem. We have also 

showTi how the sub problem may be solved as a mixed integer problem. We presented 

cuts that may be introduced while solving that improve the speed with which such 

sub problems are solved. It may be pointed out that the problems generated for 

our computational experiments were on a complete graph. In case of sparse graphs, 

the problems associated with solving the sub problem is considerably diminished 

depending on the sparsity of the graph and may be a viable alternative to solving 

the problem as a mixed integer progreimming problem. Future research is required 

in fine tuning the solution methods for the sub problem so that the solution time 

for each sub problem is decreased considerably. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

6.0.1 Results of this research 

This thesis presents a component of a larger study which deals with the production 

and distribution of feed in a typical feed-yard. The problem of producing eind 

distributing feed at the feed-yard was modeled as a three stage hierarchical problem 

with the feed distribution problem, a truck scheduling and a production mix problem 

forming the three stages. This thesis expands the scope of the research on vehicle 

routing by considering generalizations that include time windows and split delivery-. 

An actual problem from industry is taken eis the test case to study the effect of 

the various methods, exact and heuristic. The result show that reasonably sized 

problems may be solved exactly using the set covering approach to modelling and 

solving routing problems. 

The requirements for cattle at the pens determines the input for the distri

bution problem. The solution for the distribution problem then forms the input 

for the scheduling problem where routes generated by the solution to the distribu
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tion problem are assigned to available trucks. The solution to the truck scheduling 

problem gives us the quantity and type of feed to be produced, when it needs to be 

made a\'ailable by the feed mixing plant and forms the input data for the produc

tion problem. The production problem is modeled 2is a discrete lot sizing problem, 

while the scheduling problem is modeled as an identical parallel machine problem 

with release dates and due dates. These problems form the subject matter of an

other study and is not complete as yet. Thus the entire system has not become 

operational. However, we have gained significant insight into the feed distribution 

problem from computational results performed on data made available to us by the 

management of the feed-yeird. 

Since the cattle feed distribution problem is modeled as a sequence of linked 

Capacitated Rural Postman Problem with time windows (CRPPTW) and split de

livery routing, the problem needs to be solved for each of the feed categories (five 

in our example) sepeirately. Exact solution methods for such problems can only be 

successfully implemented for ver\' small problem instances. Hence we investigate a 

number of heuristic solution procedures. Preliminary computational results pointed 

out the inefficiencies in the system. An analysis of the data showed pens with same 

feed type and adjacent time w-indows, dispersed uniformly throughout the yard. 

Hence trips have to deadhead between adjacent deliveries in a trip resulting in con

siderable time being spent in dead-heading and the utilization of more vehicles than 

required to deliver to a set of arcs with time windows within the duration of that 

trip. 

Subsequently, the management of the feed-yard revised their distribution 

policies. The yard adopted what is known in industry parlance as "zone feeding". 

The principal idea in zone feeding is to insure that each row of pens has the same 

feed delivered to it and with identical time windows. Thus a trip can service a 
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whole row of pens without having to deadhead between two pens. The rows of 

pens were then assigned time windows in a staggered fashion so that trucks could 

progressively proceed from one row of pens to the next without skipping a row while 

making deliveries. This leads to clustered demand patterns which are easier to solve. 

The layout of the feed-yard is diagonal as can be cein be seen from figure 1.2. In the 

improved plan implemented, two trucks each start at the northeast and southwest 

comers and each one starts delivering feed to alternate rows of pens, leap frogging 

the other as they proceed through the yard. In certain seasons of high utilization of 

the yard, three trucks are pressed into service. This strategy considerably improved 

the speed of delivery. Hence the yard moved from a single feed a day to two feeds 

a day, morning and late afternoon. Two feeds a day is better than a single feed as 

the cattle have lower tendency to overeat and their diets could be controlled with 

greater precision leading to other benefits such as lower death rates etc. 

Prior to implementing the zone feeding policy, the information systems uti

lized were also vastly improved. The entire fleet is managed by a despatch control 

center w^here the feeding plans are determined ahead of time and down loaded on 

to laptop computers provided in each of the trucks. One of the drawbacks of the 

system is that target times for feeding each of the pens is not available. This prob

lem is solved by our system as the solution to the CRPPTW determines the start 

and finish times for delivery at each pen. enabling more precise monitoring and 

control of the deliver\- system. The results tabulated in table 3.1 and were on data 

collected before zone-feeding was adopted, whereas the results in table 4.3 and 3.3 

were calculated after the adoption of zone-feeding on different data sets. Since the 

process of change to the new- pattern took about six months, the results of tables 

3.1. 3.3 and 4.4cannot be compared as in this interim period the number of head of 

cattle swelled from under 80,000 to about 100.000 head of cattle. 
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The zone feeding strategy leads to near-optimal routes provided that the 

demand patterns can be preserved in this state over time. However as the cattle 

mature, their feed requirements (feed type and quantity) change necessitating their 

movement to other pens. When cattle are moved to the new locations, they cannot 

immediately adopt the new feeding time imposed on them by the time windows 

associated with these pens, as this causes distress among the cattle. It takes some 

time before they are trained to feed at the new target times. This leads to a gradual 

breakdown of the clustered demand pattern that zone feeding seeks to facilitate. 

We ran the heuristics on this 'imperfect' demgmd pattern, the results of which are 

tabulated in table 3.3. It is observed that the proposed heuristics performed better 

than the current routing plans in this case too. One of the heuristics (Augment-

Merge) tends to dominate the others by generating better or equally good solutions 

in 6 out of 7 ceises. This is because the Augment-Merge heuristic exploits the concept 

of zone feeding and the geographical layout of the feed-yard better than the other 

heuristics. 

In addition, we attempted to generate a lower-bounding relaixed solution for 

the CRPPTW by ignoring the time window constraints. This procedure is based 

on an exact solution to a corresponding Generalized Traveling Salesman problem 

(GTSP). Our computational results suggest that a GTSP heuristic may also be 

effective for the CRPPTW. The benefits of the GTSP heuristic is two-fold. It, in 

some sense provides us with an approximate target for improvements to the system 

by generating a solution which ignores time ^\'indows and thus in most cases should 

be superior to a solution to a problem where time window constraints are imposed. 

The routes generated by the GTSP heuristic also helps us to set the target time 

windows when adjusting the demand patterns for zone feeding by indicating which 

pens will be delivered on the same route if they have the same or adjacent time 

windows. 
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The heuristics developed for the CRPPTW in chapter 3 and those for the 

SDARPTW in chapter 4 are intuitively easy to understand and implement. Our 

preliminary computational results indicate that they may be eflFective for solving 

large-scale feed distribution problems. In particular the Augment Merge heuristic 

and the Closest Arc Path Scan heuristics performed well on the sparse graph of 

the feed-yard problem. The set covering method for deriving a good lower bound 

to the problem developed in chapter 5 indicates that the heuristics for SDARPTW 

generated near-optimal solutions. Solving the set covering problem as a mixed 

integer problem in some cases yielded an even tighter upper bound and may be a 

viable solution strategy if the problem instance is small. However, we note that we 

have not been able to derive a good lower bound for the largest real-life problem (feed 

100) of 350 nodes and 122150 arcs. Future research may be directed in improving 

the solution strategy and solution times for the sub-problem in order to solve such 

large recd-life problems. 

In chapter 4 we present a heuristic algorithm to derive fast solutions to the 

split delivery £irc routing problem. The heuristic is discussed in the context of arc-

routing problems where time windows constreiints are present. The method relies 

meunly on three steps, the input reduction, Ar-split interchange and route addition. 

We note that in arc-routing an optimal solution to the SDARP may contain k-

split cycles. The algorithm was adapted to perform well on sparse graphs like 

those observed at the cattle feed-yard in Arizona. It may be reiterated that the 

input reduction method is equally applicable to node routing problems as well and 

considerable performance gains may be obtained by its implementation in the case 

of sparse graphs such as the one in the feed-yard (see Table 4.3). 

In chapter 5. we developed a set covering formulation of the SD.ARPTW. 

To do this we had to model time window constraints in arc-routing problems. In 
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chapter 3. we showed the difficulty in modeling such constraints. However, we 

showed that we could use a node based formulation of the arc-routing problems 

such as the CRPPTW. Such a formulation circumvents the problems associated mth 

introducing time window constraints into arc routing formulations. We show the 

equivalence between the two. Once we do this we develop a set covering approach 

to based on the work done by Desrosiers et al. in [DDSS 95] for node routing 

problems. We extend the methods to include the split delivery generalization of 

such problems. We test the method on several test problems based on problems 

available in the literature. We also applied the method to solve 4 out of 5 problems 

from the feed-yard.If we treat the split delivery variable as a continuous variable, we 

note that the mixed integer sub problem is considerably harder to solve. However, 

if we "discretize" the split delivery variable into n different values that this variable 

may take, the resulting sub problem is easier to solve. We observe that the number 

of nodes in shortest path problem solved using a dynamic programming algorithm 

inflates by a factor of n. Thus if the current state-of-the-art algorithms for the 

VRPTW can solve 300 node problems, we can expect such algorithms (suitably 

modified) to solve [300/n] node problems of the equivalent split delivery problem 

(n = 11 in the current case). Our investigation shows that the set covering approach 

to be successful in SDARPTW of upto 55 nodes. The current algorithm was found 

to be inadequate for the large sized problem (greater than 300 nodes) that remained 

unsolved. 

6.0.2 Further research 

In this thesis we have confirmed results by Golden and Wong [GW 81], Wen Lea 

Pearn and others [APG 87], [PAG 87], [P 89], [P 91], that heuristics such as the 

Augment-Merge and Path Scanning algorithms can be very effective for the CRPP 
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and its variations including those with split delivery and time windows. However, a 

performance bound for these algorithms is lacking and its investigation will benefit 

the reseeirch community. Similarly determining the performjince bound for the split 

delivery improvement heuristics for both node and arc routing problems is ver>' 

urgent and important. 

In the case of the set-covering approach, exact solutions can be obtained only 

by solving a mixed integer programming sub problem. This problem contains lesser 

number of variables than the original problem (SDARPTW) but is still ver\' hard 

to solve. The current branch and cut algorithm axe inadequate to solve the SD.A.RP. 

We can speed up the process by introducing facet inducing valid inequalities for the 

capacitated shortest path problem wnth partial delivery and time windows. Hence, 

research into determining such inequalities is required. Similarly, good solutions 

may be obtained by solving the sub problem approximately and research into de

veloping faster algorithms is required. Such research will benefit those dealing with 

the VRPTW as well. In particular research in faster algorithms for solving the 

SDARPTW including dynamic programming algorithms of the type discussed in 

this thesis. 
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